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ABSTRACT 
 

Cutaneous malignant melanoma is the deadliest form of skin cancer with a rising 

incidence rate. Epidemiological studies show exposure to ultraviolet radiation (UVR) 

cause 80% of melanomas. However, the underlying molecular mechanisms by which UVR 

promotes melanomagenesis are unclear. The mutagenic properties of UVR are 

incontrovertible; however, well-studied driver mutations of melanomagenesis (BRAF 

V600E and NRAS Q61L/R) do not bear UVR signature mutations and so the role UVR 

mutations play in the early initiation of melanoma remains controversial. This highlights 

the gap in knowledge of the initial critical molecular mechanisms of UVR-induced 

melanomas and warrant investigating non-mutational mechanisms as causal factors of 

UVR-induced melanomagenesis. Aberrant DNA methylation is a signature of melanoma 

and regulates expression of important tumor suppressors. While epigenetic 

dysregulation is an important aspect of melanoma etiology, it has never been 

investigated in the context of UVR. We hypothesize that these initial UVR-induced DNA 

methylation changes may sensitize a field of melanocytes to acquiring subsequent 

complementary spontaneous and/or UVR-induced genetic mutations and render them 

susceptible to melanomagenesis.  My preliminary data demonstrate that UVR can 

modulate DNA methylation in melanocytes and suggests a pigment dependent 

mechanism. UVR-induced DNA methylation changes in highly pigmented melanocytes 

primarily in intergenic regions as areas of active transcription were protected from 5’mC 

changes. Additionally, UVR induced long-term transcriptional changes in both dark and 
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light pigmented melanocytes suggesting multiple epigenetic mechanisms being altered. 

Evaluation of the protein regulation of the enzymes involved in writing or erasing 5’mC 

point towards a dysregulation in TET2. Further work is needed to determine if changes 

in TET2 could contribute to the observed methylation changes. To determine if these 

methylation changes had any significance to melanoma development, they were 

compared to the skin cutaneous melanoma cohort in the TCGA database which found a 

modest correlation in UVR-induced methylation changes and those found in melanoma 

patients. Interestingly, 5’mC at UVR-sensitive sites was prognostic of patient survival. A 

highly pigmented human melanoma cell line was UV-irradiated to see if DNA methylation 

can also be affected in transformed cells; however, no changes were observed. This 

suggests UV-induced methylation contributes to early changes in melanoma 

development and/or other relevant physiological changes within the melanocytes. 

Altogether, these data identify a novel non-mutation mechanism by which UVR may 

contribute of melanomagenesis.  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Melanocytes 

 Melanocytes are the melanin pigment producing cells of the body and this ability 

gives rise to their name as “melanos” is Greek for black.  They can be found in the 

cutaneous layer of the skin, the uveal tract of the eye, leptomeninges, and various 

mucosal surfaces such as the oral cavity, gastrointestinal sites, and genital mucosa.  

Melanocytes are specialized cells tasked with the function of synthesizing melanin and 

transporting it to the surrounding keratinocytes in order to protect the bodies largest 

organ, the skin, from the ultraviolet radiation (UVR) emitted from the sun.  Melanocytes 

originate from the neural crest, where they migrate out to take up permanent residence 

at various distal sites of the body [1].  Skin melanocytes are rare and make up 

approximately 1% of the cell population.  Melanocyte stem cells reside in the bulge 

region of the hair follicle where they will migrate out to give rise to differentiated 

melanocytes (Figure 1). These differentiated melanocytes are found in the bulb region 

where they produce melanin for the hair (Figure1) [2]. They can also be found interspersed 

at the dermal-epidermal junction with protruding dendrites that contact over 30 

keratinocytes and at least one Langerhans cell to make up the epidermal melanin unit [3].  

These connections are important for melanin containing melanosome transportation and  
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Figure 1. Differentiated melanocytes and melanocyte stem-cells. 

Melanocyte stem-cells are located in the bulge region of the hair follicle where they will 

migrate from during differentiation to take up residence in the bulb of the hair follicle or 

in the dermal epidermal junction. UVR exposure stimulates migration and expansion of 

differentiated melanocyte within the skin. UVA waveband penetrates more deeply in the 

dermis compared to the UVB waveband.  
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deposition into the surrounding keratinocytes.  Accumulation of melanosomes in 

keratinocytes and melanocytes occur next to the nucleus in the perinuclear area as 

supranuclear “caps” [4]. These melanin deposits into the upper layers of the skin help 

protect against the damaging effects of UVR.   

 

Melanin 

Melanin is an important factor in determining skin color phenotype and an 

individual’s sun sensitivity. The differences in color stem from variations in melanin 

production rather than the total number of melanocytes in the skin [5]. Melanin is 

synthesized by specialized organelles called melanosomes, which is a lysosome related 

organelle. Synthesis of melanin is a multi-step pathway mediated by three enzymes: 

tyrosinase-related protein-1 (TYRP1), dopochrome tautomerase (TYRP2), and tyrosinase 

(TYR) which mediates the rate-limiting step. TYR catalyzes tyrosine hydroxylation to L-3,4-

dihydroxyphenylalanin (DOPA) which rapidly oxidizes to DOPAquinone. DOPAquinone 

is unstable and will undergo one of two reactions. First, it can undergo spontaneous 

cyclization to DOPAchrome  which is a substrate for the sequential TRP2 and TRP1 

mediated reactions to produce black eumelanin. Alternatively, DOPAquinone will 

spontaneously react with cysteine to give rise to cysteinlyDOPA which will undergo 

oxidation polymerization to produce yellow or red pheomelanin. Eumelanin is more 

protective than pheomelanin by absorbing and scattering UVR which effectively reduces 
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the penetration of both UVA and UVB into the skin. Melanosomes in individuals with 

darker skin phenotypes are found to be more resistant to degradation than individuals 

with lighter skin where a reduction of melanosomes are found in the upper epidermal 

skin layers. Both the decrease in melanogenic potential and structurally intact 

melanosomes are important factors in skin carcinogenesis.  

Epidemiological data strongly supports the photoprotective role of melanin 

against UVR-induced skin cancers; however, melanin can have toxic properties as well.  

Melanin can react with DNA in vitro and is known to act as a photosensitizer by 

transferring absorbed UVR energy to molecules in close proximity. Specifically, the 

tyrosine-derived aromatic rings in melanin become excited by UVA absorption which then 

decays and releases energy by transferring an electron to oxygen to generate superoxide 

[6, 7]. The superoxide molecule can undergo an additional reaction involving iron ions 

and hydrogen peroxide to generate a hydroxyl free radical. The ROS produced from UVA 

absorbed by both eumelanain and pheomelanin can cause single strand DNA breaks [8]. 

Pheomelanin, in particular, is more susceptible to photodegradation by UVR than 

eumelanin. Photolysis of pheomelanin produces hydrogen peroxide and superoxide 

anions which are mutagenic to the cell. Pheomelanin is worse at protecting against UVR 

and has been associated with higher rates of cellular apoptosis after UVR exposure [9]. 

As a consequence, the risk of skin cancer is 30-40 fold higher in lighter skin and red 

headed individuals. While UVB is carcinogenic on its own by acting directly on the DNA, 
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UVA induced carcinogenesis requires the presence of melanin. It has been shown in a 

mouse model of melanoma, that UVA exacerbates melanoma development in pigmented 

mice but not in albino mice lacking pigmentation [10].  Traditionally, UVB was thought of 

as the only carcinogenic waveband but tanning bed use and exposure to artificial UVA 

has been found as a risk factor for melanoma [11].  Additionally, this interaction between 

melanin and UVA may provide some understanding into why African albinos are relatively 

resistant to melanoma but remain susceptible to other skin cancers [12]. This also has 

implications for sunscreen manufacturers, where about half of sunscreens labeled as 

“broad spectrum” only performed at “low” or “medium” protection from UVA [13]. We 

can only speculate as to why a molecule that can be both a photosensitizer and a 

photoprotector would be developed evolutionarily. It is hypothesized that at low doses 

of UVR melanin effectively guards against the damaging effects and at high UVR doses 

the toxic effects of melanin may help to remove damaged cells from the skin. 

 

Ultraviolet Radiation 

Unprotected sunlight exposure is the greatest source of UVR.  Sunlight contains a 

UVR spectrum between 200 and 400 nm wavelengths and is further divided into three 

main wavebands: UVA (315-400 nm), UVB (280-315 nm), and UVC (200-280 nm).  UVB 

and UVC are shorter and highly energetic wavebands that are absorbed by the DNA and 

lead to mutations.  However, UVC is biologically irrelevant since it is absorbed by the 
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earth’s stratospheric ozone layer and does not reach the earth’s surface [14]. Only 10% 

of the UVB escapes absorption in the atmosphere to reach the earth’s surface along with 

UVA.  Terrestrial UVR is comprised of approximately 5% UVB and 95% UVA. However, 

the intensity of terrestrial UVR varies widely and depends on geographic location, 

altitude, season and time of day [15].  Additionally, depletion of the ozone layer allows 

higher penetrance of UVB resulting in a greater risk for UVR-induced carcinogenesis [16].  

Another source of UVR comes from artificial UV light found in indoor tanning beds. This 

UVR spectrum contains UVA with little-to-no UVB to avoid mutational consequences [17].  

However, there is increasing evidence that UVA can be mutagenic through mechanisms 

outside of direct absorption by the DNA. The UVB waveband is shorter and penetrates 

only the epidermal layer of the skin whereas the longer UVA waveband can penetrate 

more deeply into both the epidermal and dermal layers of the skin. The epidermal layer 

of the skin is home to melanocytes, keratinocytes, and Langerhans cells with additional 

cell types reside in the dermal layer such as, but not limited to, fibroblasts and skin stem 

cells. UVR is potentially absorbed by these cell types and in addition to cellular damage 

will cause microenvironmental damage to the skin.  As such, UVR has pleiotropic effects 

on the skin in addition to systemic effects.  
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Mutational Effects of Ultraviolet Radiation 

UVR has numerous effects on the human body which can be divided into two 

categories: mutational and non-mutational.  The mutational effects of UVR are the most 

well-studied and occur through direct and indirect interactions with the DNA.  If UVR-

induced damage is not repaired and replication begins in the cell, the dimers can cause 

stalling and collapse of the replication fork leading to double-strand DNA breaks.  These 

can be detrimental to the cell and can lead to eventual cell death.  The mutagenic effects 

of UVR were extensively studied in phages, bacteria, yeast, and mammals which 

culminated in the designation of UVR signature mutations as ³ 60% C ® T transitions at 

dipyrimidine sites and ³ 5% CC ® TT substitutions [18]. Together with the signature 

mutations, UVR induces a number of additional canonical mutations to make up the UVR-

mutational spectrum. While the additional canonical mutations are consistently induced 

by UVR, they are not considered signature mutations since they are not unique to UVR 

and are produced by other mutagens.  

Delineating the specific UVR waveband as the direct inducer of UVR signature 

mutations remains a difficult task. While Both UVB and UVA cause DNA mutations, UVB 

has a greater damaging effect since the majority of UVR absorption by DNA occurs in the 

260-300 nm range overlapping with the UVB waveband. Absorption of UVR by the DNA 

results in the formation of cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers (CPD) and pyrimidine 6,4 

pyrimidone photoproducts, which are the rearrangement of bonds between existing  
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atoms of the nucleotide base.  The photoproducts are efficiently repaired by the cell 

through the nucleotide excision repair (NER) pathway.  However, spontaneous 

deamination of the CPDs forms an uracil base (Figure 2a). This resulting mismatch is 

repaired by translesion synthesis (TLS), correctly base pairing an adenine base where 

there should be a thymine.  Spontaneous deamination of methylated-cytosine 

photoproducts produces a mis-matched thymine base.  Repair of this lesion leads to 

incorporation adenine.  Through this mechanism, both cytosine and methylated-cytosine 

bases lead to a C ® T mutation within pyrimidine pairs in the DNA (Figure 2b).  This 

mutation is deemed a “UV-signature” mutation because it is highly prevalent and specific 

to UVR exposure. 

Indirect Mutational Effects of Ultraviolet Radiation 

UVR can also cause DNA damage indirectly.  Generation of reactive oxygen 

species occurs through absorption of UVA by melanin pigment in the skin.  Excess 

generation of ROS can leak into the nucleus and react with the DNA to form 8’oxo-

guanine adducts.  These lead to G ® T transversion mutations thought to be caused by 

mispairing during DNA replication. More recently it has been shown that UVR-mediated 

chemiexcitation of melanin derivatives can also lead to the formation of “dark CPDs” [19]. 

Following UVR exposure, there is generation of the superoxide radical ion from melanin 

photolysis and enzymatic activity of NOX, and generation of nitric oxide from iNOS. 

Together these two molecules form peroxynitrite which reacts with melanin monomers  
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Figure 2. Mechanism of the UVR-signature mutation 

(A) Cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers (CPDs) form after UVR exposure from any combination 

of cytosine and thymine pairs. Shown in this example are a thymine - cytosine pair but 

cytosine - cytosine pairs are also involved in generation of the UVR signature mutation. 

(B) Both cytosine and 5’methyl-cytosine form UV-induced CPDs and undergo subsequent 

deamination converting to uracil and thymine, respectively. During translesion synthesis, 

when the replication fork encounters the deaminated CPDs, adenine is incorporated 

leading to the C  ® T signature mutation. 

(a)

(b)
UVR exposure and CPD formation

Spontaneous deamination

Translesion synthesis by pol !
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to form dioxetane. Dioxetane undergoes spontaneous thermolysis which releases a 

carbonyl group that contains an excited electron triplet state that contains the energy of 

a UV photon which can react directly with the DNA to form dark CPDs. Both eumelanin 

and pheomelanin can participate in this reaction and highlights the emerging dual role 

for melanin in mutagenesis and tumorigenesis.  

 

UVR-Induced Mutation Frequency 

The frequency of UVR-induced mutations are not equally distributed throughout 

the genome, they are found at variable densities in different genomic regions [20, 21].  

The mutation density has been found to be higher at late-replicating regions of the 

genome [22].  Areas of active transcription have lower levels of mutations due to 

transcription-coupled repair pathways which help to ensure the fidelity of important 

functional regions of the genome. In melanoma, many recurrent mutations are found in 

noncoding regulatory elements such as enhancers and transcription factor binding sites 

(TFBS) [23-26].  Recent studies have found increased CPD damage at ETS family and 

NFYB  transcription factors that correlated with an increase NER activity, suggesting an 

increase in DNA damage due conformational changes caused by transcription factor 

binding that makes it more susceptible to photo-product formation [27-29].  In contrast, 

a number of TFBS were associated with a reduction in DNA mutations seemingly 

protecting the DNA from UVR-induced damage [30].  The mechanisms by which different 
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regions in the genome are more susceptible to UVR-induced mutations are slowly being 

uncovered. 

 

Controversial Role of UVR-Induced Mutations in Melanoma Initiation 

Although the mutational mechanism of melanoma is well studied, it does not fully 

explain how UVR causes melanoma.  The well-known driver mutations of melanoma 

(BRAFV600E and NRASQ61R) are not caused by UVR signatures mutations. The BRAFV600Eis 

caused from a T to A transition. While this is a canonical mutation induced by UVR, it 

occurs at a very low rate and can also be induced by other mutagens. Thus, the mutations 

found in these common drivers can also be caused by other mutagens and so it remains 

controversial whether these are induced by UVR since there has been no direct 

experimental evidence to date. Additionally, some of the other common susceptibility 

mutations like those found in CDKN2A, TP53, and PTEN are also found in non-melanoma 

internal cancers which are not exposed to UVR. As such the role of UVR-induced 

mutations in melanoma initiation remains unclear. Therefore, there is a need to 

investigate the non-mutational effects of UVR in the imitation of melanoma.  
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Non-Mutational Effects of Ultraviolet Radiation 

 In addition to its mutagenic effects, UVR induces complex physiological effects.  

A beneficial role for UVR is the ability to induce synthesis of vitamin D in the skin.  

Prolonged exposure to UVR leads to eventual sunburn characterized by erythema, edema 

and dermal vasodilation. It causes a transient inflammatory response and results in 

epidermal thickening and skin tanning,  The inflammatory response is initiated through 

the massive apoptotic response within the keratinocyte population which results in the 

release of numerous cytokines [31]. Cytokines are essential for orchestrating the 

inflammatory and tissue repair response including the recruitment of neutrophils and 

macrophages into the skin. Strikingly, UVR also induces a systemic immune suppression 

in an attempt to control the inflammatory response but may allow damaged cells to 

survive [32]. In addition UVR induced signals originating from the skin microenvironment 

stimulate proliferation and differentiation of melanocyte stem-cells and migration of 

differentiated melanocytes [33].  This is not an exhaustive list of the non-mutational effects 

of UVR but highlights alternative mechanisms to which UVR mutagenesis is greatly 

underappreciated.  

 

Melanoma 

 Through written descriptions and evidence found in the bone metastases of pre-

Colombian mummies found in Peru, melanoma has been found as far back as the 5th 
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century BC [34]. Very early on, melanoma was recognized for its propensity to spread and 

metastasize [35]. It is because of this ability to metastasize rapidly if left untreated that 

makes melanoma the deadliest form of skin cancer [36]. While the 5-year survival rate for 

early-stage localized melanoma is near 99%, it drops to 20% for metastatic disease [36].  

Currently, 1:68 people diagnosed with melanoma will experience a fatal outcome.  

Melanoma affects racial groups differently due to the UVR-protection provided by the 

melanin in dark-complected populations. Incidence of melanoma is disproportionately 

higher in fair-skinned individuals worldwide and those who also have red hair have a far 

greater risk of developing melanoma. Although more prevalent in the Caucasian 

population, survival is lower in black populations where a higher proportion of cases are 

detected during later stages as well [37, 38]. This highlights the need for better screening 

strategies within dark skinned individuals. Melanoma is one of the few cancers with a 

rising incidence and the current projected new cases for 2021 are 106,110.  Over the last 

several decades the incidence of melanoma has been steadily climbing in North America, 

Northern Europe, Australia and New Zealand [39-42]. However, there is promising 

evidence for effective prevention strategies to minimize environmental exposure to UVR 

[43-45].  

 The connection between UVR and skin cancer was first made back in the late 19th 

century and by the 1950s multiple animal studies had established the direct causal role 

of UVR in skin cancers [46-48].  Since the 1930s the incidence of melanoma has increased 
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20-fold and is attributed to the increase in tanning behavior under natural or artificial UVR 

and continual depletion of the ozone layer [49-51]. Vast amounts of epidemiological 

evidence clearly shows that UVR directly causes melanoma and it is estimated to cause 

86% of cases [52-55]. Melanoma is associated with intermittent exposure to intense 

erythemal causing doses of UVR and a greater association with childhood sunburn [56-

59]. However, sunburns during adulthood have enhanced and additive effects on 

melanomagenesis and a meta-analysis of over 50 studies has shown that an increasing 

number of sunburns throughout life increases the risk of melanoma development [60]. 

Geographical locations have varied incidences in melanoma due to the genetic 

composition of varying populations as well as environmental factors which affect UVR 

exposure including atmospheric absorption of UVR, latitude, altitude, and weather. The 

term “latitude gradient”  describes the phenomenon where increased sun-exposure due 

to increasing proximity to the equator correlates with increased melanoma mortality rates 

[61, 62]. Additionally, regions of high altitude also show a greater incidence of melanoma 

due to increased UVR exposure [63, 64]. In line with this is the anatomical distribution of 

melanoma, where melanomas are more frequently found on the sun-exposed parts of the 

body [65]. Overall, the work of the many epidemiological studies highlights the 

susceptibility to melanoma in populations that have an increase in exposure (e.g. 

behavioral, geographic location) or lack protection form UVR (e.g. skin pigmentation, 

sunscreen use).  
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Molecular Mechanisms of Melanoma 

 During melanoma development from the early stages to metastasis, many 

molecular changes occur within the cell. The CDKN2A locus was the first susceptibility 

gene discovered in melanoma [66]. Germline mutations in CDKN2A account for 20-40% 

of familial melanomas. CDKN2A encodes two proteins p16INK4A and p14ARF which are 

both important tumor suppressors in melanoma. p16INK4a is an inhibitor of cyclin 

dependent kinases 4 and 6 and prevents their interaction, phosphorylation and activation 

by cyclin D and thereby inactivating retinoblastoma (RB) tumor suppressor. p14ARF 

functions as an inhibitor of the E3 ubiquitin ligase [67]. P53 is critical for regulating cell 

cycle arrest and apoptosis in response to DNA damage such as damage caused by UVR 

[68]. However, in melanoma only 10% of patients have a mutation in p53 and in many 

other cases this protein is overexpressed even though apoptosis is hindered. Instead, it 

is thought that loss-of-function mutations occur in proteins critical for the  downstream 

effects of p53 (e.g. apoptosis and cell-cycle inhibition).  

 The PTEN-AKT pathway is an important regulator of cellular growth and survival 

activated by multiple growth factor signaling pathways leading to the phosphorylation of 

AKT.  The PTEN tumor suppressor is a phosphatase that converts phosphatidylinositol 

(PIP3) to phosphatidylinositol 4,5-disphosphate (PIP2) which disrupts binding localization 

of phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3K) to the cellular membrane. This localization is required 

for the proper function of PI3K to activate the PI3K/AKT pathway. Effectively, loss of PTEN 
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leads to activation of the PI3K/AKT pathway.   Inactivating mutations or deletions of PTEN 

are found in approximately 15% of metastatic melanomas leading to constitutive 

activation of AKT [69].  

The WNT signaling pathway activation is a hallmark of many cancers. Mutations 

in CTNNB1 have been found in 2-23% of cases [70]. Activation of WNT stabilizes the 

critical transcription factor beta-catenin. Downstream targets of the WNT/beta-catenin 

pathway include MYC, cyclin D, and melanocyte master regulator microphthalmia-

associated transcription factor (MITF) [71]. MITF plays an important role in melanocyte 

differentiation as well as survival, growth, and differentiation of melanocytes [72]. 

Recurrent mutations in MITF have been found in 10% of primary melanomas [73]. 

Additionally, MYC amplification has been detected in melanoma and overexpression has 

been implicated in enhancing melanoma metastases [74, 75]. 

The single most critical pathway for melanoma etiology is the mitogen-activated 

protein kinase (MAPK) pathway. It functions to stimulate cell growth and proliferation and 

is constitutively activated in melanoma. Activation of several receptor tyrosine kinases 

(RTK) stimulate the RAS family of small guanine-nucleotide binding proteins which 

activates RAF kinases to stimulate downstream effectors MEK and ERK. In melanoma, this 

pathway is constitutively activated at various points in the pathway. The top three 

frequently mutated genes are proteins of this pathway: BRAF, NRAS, and NF1 [76, 77]. 

The most common activating mutations occur in BRAF with the most prevalent being the 
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V600E mutation. Of the RAS family of proteins, it is primarily NRAS that is found mutated 

with the most common mutations being the Q61R. Lastly, the RAS negative regulator 

neurofibromin 1 (NF1) commonly acquires inactivating mutations. Upstream RTKs of this 

pathway that have been shown to be upregulated in melanoma include EGFR, MET, 

PDGFR, and IGFR [78-80]. Another RTK, KIT, carries recurrent activation [81]. The 

oncogenic addiction of melanoma for this pathway has made it an obvious target of small 

molecule inhibitors, targeting BRAF and MEK. While initial treatment has been successful, 

acquired resistance remains a challenge for the clinic [79, 80]. 

 

Epigenetics 

 Epigenetic control of cellular differentiation and identity is an essential 

component for a functioning cell and is defined as heritable phenotypic changes that do 

not affect the DNA sequence.  Importantly, these changes can be maintained through 

cell division. Epigenetic regulation is an essential part of differentiation and allows two 

daughter cells to take on two different transcriptional programs, thereby adopting 

specialized functions. In 1942, Conrad Waddington first mentioned ‘epigenetics’ to 

describe the process of development in which the genotype gives rise to phenotype. This 

additional information dictating how cells read the genome is stored in a number of 

epigenetic modifications that involve chemical modifications to the DNA and histone 

proteins as well as changes in the chromatin structure. As an essential part of cellular 
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function, epigenetic dysregulation has been found in many diseases, aging, and cancer, 

including melanoma.  

 

DNA Methylation 

An important factor in epigenetic control is DNA methylation which was first 

proposed back in the mid 1970’s [82, 83]. DNA methylation involves the addition of a 

methyl group donated by S-adenosyl methionine (SAM) to the 5’carbon of cytosine in a 

cytosine-guanine dinucleotide (CpG).  Methylation of cytosine can also occur in the 

context of other sequences, but this has not been well studied [84]. Genome methylation 

patterns are established by the de novo DNA methyltransferases (DNMT), DNMT3a and 

DNMT3b with the coactivator DNMT3L [85].  Maintenance of methylation is executed by 

DNMT1 which can recognize the hemi-methylated CpG palindromes of newly 

synthesized strands during replication [86, 87].  It is during replication when the DNA 

strand is accessible to DNMT1 as methylation cannot occur on cytosines within the DNA 

helix. The 5’mC marks are then ‘read’ by a group of methylated DNA-binding proteins 

and these marks directly silence gene expression. Methylation of the DNA is thought to 

evolve to silence endogenous retrotransposons.  Methylation is also important in gene 

imprinting and mammalian X-chromosome inactivation in females [88].   

CpG dinucleotides are not distributed evenly throughout the genome and 

subsequently, neither are 5’mC marks. Areas dense in CpG dinucleotides are known as 
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CpG islands (CpGi) and are found within the proximal promoter regions of approximately 

half of the genes in the vertebrate genome. The density of CpG sites in the rest of the 

genome is sparse with this sequence being underrepresented. The loss of genomic CpG 

dinucleotides is thought to be due to the reactivity of 5’mC which can be converted to 

thymine by spontaneous or enzymatic deamination. CpGi’s are thought to be maintained 

since they are largely unmethylated in the germline [89]. While mostly unmethylated, 

CpGi’s are methylated in a tissue specific manner. In contrast to CpGi’s, CpG 

dinucleotides found in repetitive elements such as satellite DNA, long interspersed 

transposable elements (LINES) or short interspersed transposable elements (SINES) are 

heavily methylated [90]. There has been a large body of work unraveling the function 

5’mC in transcriptional regulation.  

The function of the 5’mC mark is dependent on its location in the genome. 

Methylated CpG sites within the promoter of the TSS are associated with a block in 

trascriptional initiation [91, 92].  Once methylated CpGi’s are packaged into nucleosomes 

and transcriptional initiation is unable to take place. Early experimentation demonstrated 

methylation of DNA occurred after transcriptional silencing, specifically the Hprt gene 

after X-chromosome inactivation, defining methylation as a transcriptional lock ensuring 

silencing through an additional layer of regulation [93]. Indeed, genome-wide studies in 

cancer cells have shown DNA methylation to occur at genes that are already silenced by 

Polycomb complexes as well as areas of heterochromatin [94-96]. The idea that the 
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silenced chromatin state precedes DNA methylation is in line with what is known about 

the mechanism of de novo methylation. This process requires the formation of a protein 

complex containing a nucleosome [97]. Active transcription blocks de novo DNA 

methylation which is devoid of nucleosomes at the start site and the few nucleosomes 

flanking the TSS contain active histone marks which have been shown to exclude the 

addition of 5’mC [98, 99]. Additionally, it is posited that TFs and other proteins in the 

transcriptional complex help to exclude the DNA methylation machinery from accessing 

actively transcribed genes. Altogether, a model has been developed in which genes that 

are highly transcribed are less likely to experience de novo methylation than the genes 

with lower levels of expression. In support of this, are observations surrounding mono-

allelic gene expression, in which only one of the two alleles of a gene is actively expressed 

It has been shown that the less transcriptionally active allele is more likely to become 

methylated and silenced [100].  While active gene promoters are associated with a lack 

of DNA methylation, the opposite is true for gene bodies where 5’mC is associated with 

transcriptional elongation and splicing events [101, 102]. This paradoxical role of DNA 

methylation suggests that it is not just the presence of 5’mC itself that is exerting these 

effects but the interpretation of these marks in specific genomic contexts within the 

chromatin environment.   

In addition to its duties in regulating gene transcription, DNA methylation is 

necessary for maintaining genomic stability. Repeat regions within centromeres are 
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heavily methylated which is important for chromosomal stability and segregation during 

mitosis [103]. Methylation of transposable elements such as LINEs and SINEs silences 

their activity which can cause unlicensed recombination events and dysregulation of 

nearby genes [90]. Indeed, many of these elements overlap with tissue-specific enhancers 

and a significant proportion of enhancers are  derived from these elements, highlighting 

their potency in initiating gene expression [104-106].  

More recently, there have been several proteins identified in the removal of 5’mC 

by the ten-eleven translocation (TET) family. TET1, TET2, and TET3 convert 5’mC to 5-

hydroxymethylcytosine (5’hmC), which has also been referred to as the sixth base [107-

109]. Emerging evidence suggests that it is not simply an intermediate to demethylation 

but  may play an important functional role in gene regulation [110].  

 

DNA Methylation in Melanoma 

 Dysregulation of DNA methylation is a common feature of many cancers, 

including melanoma [111].  The first reports of altered 5’mC patterns in cancers was in 

the early 1980’s, where the cancer genome was found to hypomethylated compared to 

the normal counterparts [112, 113]. Generally, there is a global loss of 5’mC with focal 

hypermethylation of tumor suppressor genes, effectively silencing them [114-117]. Global 

loss of 5’mC is thought to occur early during neoplastic transformation and allows cells 

to experiment with novel transcriptional programs which may confer a growth advantage 
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for the cell. During melanomagenesis, CpG sites undergo progressive global 

hypomethylation primarily within intergenic regions  and hypermethylation within 

promoters of tumor suppressor genes [118, 119]. From a diagnostic perspective, the 

degree of hypomethylation is unable to distinguish between benign nevi and melanoma 

[120]. LINE1 elements are located in intergenic regions and is also differentially 

methylated between melanoma patients which may implicate its use as a marker of 

disease.  However, there are two conflicting reports on the value of LINE1 methylation as 

a predictor for disease progression [121, 122]. A better predictor may be DNA 

methylation patterns of a few specific genomic loci.  

 

Focal Methylation of Tumor Suppressors 

The most-well studied hypermethylated genes in melanoma include phosphatase 

and tensin homolog (PTEN), cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor 2a (CDKN2A), and  Ras 

associated domain family1, isoform A (RASSF1A). PTEN promoter methylation occurred 

in approximately 60% of melanoma patients with associated loss of protein expression 

and this was associated with an increased risk of death [123-125]. An independent study 

has validated the methylation of PTEN as a prognostic marker for poor melanoma patient 

survival [126]. In addition to loss by promoter methylation, PTEN is also mutated or 

deleted in melanomas [127, 128]. 
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The CDKN2A locus encodes a number of different proteins, of which p16 is of 

particular importance to melanomagenesis . The p16 protein functions during the cell 

cycle by inhibiting CDK4 and CDK6 and activating Rb to arrest the cell cycle at the G1/S 

checkpoint [129]. Promoter methylation of p16 in melanoma has been observed at 

varying frequencies from 5-25% [130-133]. This variability is likely due to sampling in 

tissue cultured melanoma lines versus primary samples as well as studies focused on 

primary versus metastatic tumors. Only one study found p16 loss to be overrepresented 

in tumors with an NRAS mutation [130]. In addition to p16, p14 is also encoded by the 

CDKN2A locus and functions by inhibiting mouse double minute 2 homolog (MDM2) 

from targeting p53 for proteasomal degradation [134]. In this way, p14 is a tumor 

suppressor gene by helping to maintain levels of p53 within the cell. Promoter 

methylation of p14 has been observed in approximately 57% of melanomas and mostly 

independent of p16 promoter methylation [133, 135]. Interestingly, there has been no 

evidence of CDKN2A gene locus methylation in melanocytic nevi, instead many genetic 

alterations have been found [131, 136].   

RASSF1A encodes a multi-functional microtubule associated Ras-GTP binding 

protein that is involved in apoptosis and cell-cycle control [137]. Methylation of RASSF1A 

has been described in many cancers. In melanoma, a RASSF1A associated CpGi was 

found hypermethylated in approximately 55% of metastatic melanomas and this was 

associated with loss of expression [138]. In additional studies, RASSF1A was 
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hypermethylated in 15% of primary tumors and 57% of metastatic tumors suggesting that 

promoter methylation of RASSF1A may correlate with disease stage [139, 140]. 

Interestingly, this expression was restored by treatment with 5’azacytidine or its deoxy 

derivative 5-aza-2’-deoxycytidine, also known as decitabine [138, 139]. Azacytidine and 

decitabine are chemical analogs of cytidine and nucleosides in DNA where they will 

irreversibly bind to DNMTs effectively inhibiting their activity.  

 

DNA Methylation Differences Between Melanocytes, Nevi and Melanoma 

 There have been multiple efforts attempting to comprehensively identify the 

methylation changes that occur during melanomagenesis from melanocytes to melanoma 

through the use of genome-wide studies. These studies have allowed for the 

identification of known tumor suppressors as well as many novel genes, a few of which 

appear to have promising tumor-suppressor functions. Promoter hypermethylation 

occurred for hundreds of genes with a plethora of cellular functions including cell-cycle, 

epithelial and mesenchymal transition, differentiation, PI3K/mTOR, immune response, 

DNA repair, and metastasis. One of the first papers to employ a genome wide approach 

identified 68 hypermethylated genes and 8 hypomethylated genes in a comparison 

between melanoma cell lines and newborn and adult primary melanocytes [141]. They 

identified COL1A2, NPM2, HSPB6, DDIT4L, MTIG gene promoter hypermethylation to 

be associated with advanced stage. One study using a candidate gene approach to 
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screen the methylation status of the promoters of cancer-linked genes in a panel of 

melanoma cell lines and primary melanocytes. Indeed, these identified aberrant 

hypermethylation of 15 genes and hypomethylation of 2 genes. In a similar experimental 

model comparing aberrant methylation between melanoma cell lines and primary 

melanocytes using an array-based platform, four genes were identified as 

hypermethylated [142]. There have been a few studies attempting to identify genome-

wide methylation changes that occur through melanoma progression [119, 143, 144]. 

One of the first, identified hundreds of genes mostly comprised of those in 

developmental pathway networks [143]. However, this study was severely limited as it 

only included cell-lines derived from one stage I melanoma, one stage III melanoma, and 

two stage IV melanomas. A more recent comprehensive study identified DNA 

methylation patterns and associated transcriptional changes in benign nevi (n=14) and 

melanomas from both primary (n=33) and metastatic (n=28) tumors [144].  This study was 

able to confirm many methylation changes previously reported in the literature as well as 

identify and validate a series of novel markers for tumor progression (AKT3, EPHX3, 

GJB2, HOXA9, MEOX2, PON3, RBP1, SERPINE2, TBC1D16, TFAP2B, and TWIST1) as 

well as for predicting patient survival outcome (MEOX2, OLIG3, and PON3). Additionally, 

metastasis to the brain is frequent in final stages of melanoma progression and aberrant 

methylation of the homeobox gene family, particularly HOXD9 was found to be 

hypermethylated in melanoma brain metastases and associated with a higher risk for 

death [119]. Altogether, these studies have highlighted the plethora of aberrantly 
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methylated gene promoters in melanoma at various stages, identified potential novel 

tumor suppressors, and identified potential loci that predict tumor progression and may 

be useful as prognostic markers for patient survival.  

 There have been several attempts to classify melanoma samples based on the 

genome-wide methylation patterns but with conflicting results. It appears there are at 

least two distinct groups with either high or low methylation patterns, and a debatable 

intermediate group [145-147]. In one report, low levels of methylation correlated with a 

transcriptional immune-signature and better overall survival compared with high levels of 

methylation which correlated with a proliferative transcriptional signature [146]. There 

was no association with methylation status and NRAS/BRAF mutations, clinical or 

histopathological characteristics. In contrast, there have been reports correlating 

genome-wide methylation to Breslow-thickness, mutated BRAF, and overall prognosis 

[145, 147-149].   BRAF mutations are associated with distinct 5’mC changes which has 

been observed in other cancers as well. In addition to oncogenic BRAF, SOX9 expression 

has been correlated with distinct 5’mC in melanoma where it can regulate invasion and 

predict poor survival [150].   

 Understanding the source of aberrant methylation changes in melanoma remains 

elusive. These changes could originate from direct alterations in expression of the DNA 

methylation machinery or by aberrant targeting of the DNA methylation machinery to 

different areas of the genome. There is increasing evidence that these mechanisms are 
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being influenced by upstream signaling pathways and changes in DNA methylation are 

maintaining and aiding in chronic activation of growth signaling. As mentioned 

previously, oncogenic BRAF is associated with distinct 5’mC patterns [149]. In a 

melanoma cell line, UACC62, with and without oncogenic BRAF, both hyper and 

hypomethylated CpG changes occurred [148].  Constitutive MAPK signaling seems to 

rely on a distinct and abnormal pattern of methylation. In cell culture models, many 

cancers including melanoma require DNMT3B for survival and proliferation [151, 152].  

In addition to aberrant MAPK signaling, PI3K signaling has also been shown to 

regulate methylation patterns [153]. Interestingly, loss of PI3K signaling has been 

associated with loss of DNMT3B expression in a few cancers, including melanoma [154, 

155]. In melanoma it has been shown that DNMT3B helps to maintain activation of the 

PI3K/mTOR pathway by silencing miRNA mediated degradation of RICTOR, an important 

component of the mTORC2 complex [156]. It is not clear how DNMT3B is being targeted 

to specific sites or targeting specific pathways. Alternatively, these distinct methylation 

patterns may arise from the selection of stochastic methylation changes produced by 

DNMT3B. One report implicated the role of DNMT1 as the mediator of oncogenic BRAF 

associated DNA methylation patterns, however more work is required to determine 

definitively which enzyme is involved [148]. Further, it seems possible there is a feedback 

loop where upstream signaling pathways influence 5’mC patterns and 5’mC patterns 
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have been shown to regulate a number of different pathways including MAPK, 

PI3K/mTOR, SOX9, and MITF [146, 149, 150, 152, 156]. 

 

DNA Demethylation in Melanoma 

In melanoma, loss of 5’hmC is prognostic for increased melanoma aggressiveness 

[157].  The loss of 5’hmC seems to stem from loss of function of the enzymes responsible 

since restoring expression of TET2 or IDH2 restored levels of 5’hmC. Indeed, 

overexpression of IDH2 or TET2 is associated with tumor suppression in a zebrafish model 

and mouse xenograft model for melanoma [157].  It has also been shown that loss of 

TET2 increases melanoma onset in an oncogenic NRAS driven melanoma model [158]. 

Evidence is accumulating for defining the functional role of the epigenetic mark in 

melanoma, where it is enriched at exons and transcription factor binding sites to aid in 

transcriptional regulation [158]. In melanoma, TET enzymes are down regulated and a 

SNP in a TET2 intron was found to be associated with increased risk of melanoma [157, 

159, 160]. Additionally, mutations in IDH1/2 have been identified in approximately 6-10% 

of melanomas and correlate with a CpG island methylator phenotype (CIMP) [161, 162]. 

Regardless of its function, 5’hmC is proving to be a reliable prognostic indicator of 

melanoma progression and has been confirmed in several studies [159, 163, 164]. 

Further, it shows promising utility as an adjunct marker to distinguish between benign 
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nevi and melanoma in lymph-node biopsies [165, 166]. Altogether, active DNA 

demethylation seems to play an important role in melanomagenesis.  

 

Chromatin  

 In the nucleus, DNA strands are packaged and maintained in an ordered structure 

called “chromatin”.  DNA strands are wrapped around a histone octamer to form 

nucleosomes which are the basic unit of the chromatin structure [167].  Each histone 

octamer contains two units of H2A, H2B, H3, and H4 histone proteins.  Additionally, 

histone H1 is the linker histone and helps in chromatin compaction.  Heterochromatin are 

highly compact regions of the DNA found at the periphery of the nucleus and are heavily 

methylated.  These regions are associated with gene-silencing and minimal 

transcriptional activity.  Conversely, euchromatin are open regions of the DNA associated 

with active gene expression.   These chromatin states are further defined by epigenetic 

marks such as DNA methylation and histone tail-modifications.   

 

Histone Tail Modifications 

The N-terminal histone tails are decorated with numerous marks which are 

associated with functionally distinct genomic regions.  These reversible post-translational 

modifications (PTM) regulate chromatin state and gene-expression patterns [168, 169]. 
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While there are numerous PTM’s of histones, the functional role of only a few acetylated 

and methylated modifications have been well-studied. Lysine acetylation is carried out 

by histone acetyl transferases to reduce the positive charge on histones which causes a 

relaxation in the chromatin [170, 171].  This allows transcription factors and the 

transcriptional machinery to access the DNA and initiate transcription [172]. Histone 

methylation is performed by histone methyltransferases and can result in activation or 

repression of gene transcription dependent on the specific amino acid that is modified. 

Specifically, H3K4 tri-methylation marks active gene promoters whereas H3K4 mono-

methylation marks active enhancers [173-175]. Alternatively, methylation of H3K27 and 

H3K9 are generally repressive. H3K27me3 is dynamic mark put down by the polycomb 

repressive complex and can be found in tandem with H3K4me3 to mark ‘bivalent 

promoters’ characterized by the simultaneous presence of both active and repressive 

marks  [175, 176]. Bivalent promoters characterize developmental genes and function to 

keep the promoter poised for rapid activation [177, 178]. H3K9me3 is associated 

repressed constitutive chromatin; however, recent reports have identified this mark at 

sites of transcriptional elongation and sites of DNA repair [179, 180].  These marks along 

with numerous others make up the histone code which is functionally complex and is 

essential for many nuclear processes. 
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UVR in the Epigenome 

 The role UVR plays in affecting the epigenome is an open field of study with only 

a few reports.  The most recurrent DNA mutations induced by UVR occur at methylated 

cytosines [181]. In this way the epigenome is dictating target sites for mutagenesis 

through methylation of DNA.  On the other hand, mutations at CpG sites would slowly 

erode homeostasis within the epigenome and limit where 5’mC could be established.  

This could create at heterogenous population of cells not only at the sequence level but 

at the epigenetic level as well.  However, UVR-induced mutations have not been looked 

at in the context of DNA methylation changes and are outside the scope of this work. 

The most pertinent piece of literature available identified large blocks of hypomethylation 

in chronic sun-exposed human skin, specifically in the epidermis [182].  This suggests UVR 

is causing hypomethylation within keratinocytes which is the largest population in the 

epidermis.  Indeed, these changes were compared to squamous cell skin carcinomas and 

the same regions were found to be hypomethylated. These results suggest UVR is 

mediating large epigenomic changes and it is possible it could have similar effects on 

melanocytes as well.  A large epidemiological study from the Norwegian Women and 

Cancer study (NOWAC), aimed to assess whether DNA methylation changes were 

associated with life-time exposure to UVR [183].  The NOWAC cohort used a 

questionnaire to assess lifetime UVR exposure and has shown consistent associations with 

skin cancers [184-186]. However, there was no association found between UVR exposure 
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and 5’mC of blood leukocytes, nor with accelerated aging. While UVR is known to have 

systemic effects and theoretically could affect secondary tissues such as leukocyte 

progenitors, this study suggests any epigenetic changes associated with UVR are a result 

of direct interaction of UVR inside the cell.  

 

Project Aims 

 Based on the role of environmental factors influencing the methylome, and the 

established role of UVR in mediating skin cancers, we hypothesized that UVR could cause 

DNA epigenetic changes in melanocytes and these changes could contribute to 

melanomagenesis. We specifically, explored DNA methylation changes occurring in 

mouse and human melanocytes after UVR exposure.  

Aim 1 sought to establish a role for UVR in DNA methylation changes in 

melanocytes. First, by determining if UVR-induced 5’mC changes occur and in what 

genomic or chromatin context. Secondly, to determine what the functional consequences 

of UVR induced 5’mC changes are on gene transcription.  

Aim2  sought to explore potential mechanisms of UVR-induced 5’mC changes, 

this included exploration of the pigment phenotype, as well as the potential role of UVR 

in regulating the DNA methylation machinery.  
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Aim 3 sought to determine the relevance of UVR-induced methylation changes to 

melanoma by comparing the changes observed in melanocytes to both mouse and 

human melanomas. 
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CHAPTER 2 

METHODS 

Cell Culture 

Cell lines were maintained in a humidified atmosphere containing 5% CO2 at 

37°C.  Human primary neonatal melanocytes (HEMn) and mouse melan-c cell lines were 

cultured in Medium 254 (Gibco #M254500) supplemented with human melanocyte 

growth supplement (Gibco #S0165) and phorbol 12-myristate acetate (TPA, 200nM).  

Human primary melanocyte cell-lines were from neonatal donors in three pigmentation 

phenotypes: lightly pigmented, LP; medium pigmented, Mp; or darkly pigmented, Dp 

(HEMn-LP, HEMn-MP, HEMn-DP).  These cells were purchased from Thermo Fisher 

Scientific.  Melan-a cells were cultured in RPMI 1640 media supplemented with 10% FBS, 

1% GlutaMAX (Gibco #A1286001), 0.1% gentamicin antibiotic (50mg/ml), and TPA 

(200nM).  Melanoma cell lines (UACC1273, B16, B2903, F5061, F5127, F4280) were 

cultured in DMEM media supplemented with 10% FBS, 1% GlutaMAX (Gibco 

#A1286001), and 0.1% gentamicin antibiotic (50mg/ml).   

 

Ultraviolet Radiation Treatment  

For UVR treatment, cells were plated in 60 mm dishes 24 h before.  The day of 

UVR, cells were washed with PBS and covered with Saran wrap.  Cell were irradiated for 
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90 s in a Jungant box at a rate of 1.99 W/m2 for a final dose of 175 J/m2.  Two FS20 lamps 

were used to irradiate the cells with Saran wrap which is used to filter the UVC waveband.  

Irradiation included a broad band UVR spectrum comprised of minimal UVC (250-290nm), 

42% UVB (290-320nm), 37% UVA (320-400nm) and the remainder in the visible light range 

(400-450nm). More than 80% of melanocytes survive this dose.   

 

Digital Restriction Enzyme Analysis of Methylation 

 DNA was isolated by the following protocol. The cell pellets were lysed in 2% 

SDS; 25 mM EDTA, proteins were precipitated by adding 10 M ammonium acetate and 

removed by centrifugation. DNA was precipitated from the supernatant by isopropanol, 

washed with 70% ethanol, and dissolved in TE (Tris 10 mM, EDTA, 1 mM). High molecular 

DNA was recovered by immobilization on 0.4x AMPure XP beads (Beckman Coulter 

#A63881) prior to DNA methylation analysis.  2 µg of DNA spiked with methylation 

standards, were digested with 20 units of SmaI endonuclease at 25°C for 8 h.  SmaI cuts 

only unmethylated recognition site, CCCGGG, in the middle leaving blunt end sequence 

(GGG).  20 units of XmaI endonuclease digestion followed at 37°C overnight for 16 h.  

XmaI can cut both unmethylated and CpG methylated (CCCmeGGG) recognition sites, 

leaving 5’CCGG overhangs.  Following XmaI digestion 3’ overhangs and dA tailing was 

performed by incubation with Klenow fragment (3’ > 5’ exonuclease deficient) DNA 

polymerase (NEB) at 37°C for 30 m.  DNA fragments were collected with AMPure XP 
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beads at 2x volume beads to DNA volume.   Sequencing adapters (NEBNext adaptor 

#E7335) were ligated to the restriction fragments with T4 DNA ligase (NEB #M0202) at 

16°C overnight.  The hairpin loops of the adapters were cleaved with USER enzyme at 

37°C for 15 m.  Ligated DNA was collected by dual size selection using AMPure XP beads.  

Large DNA fragments (>450 bp) were removed by binding to 0.6x AMPure XP beads.  

Supernatant was collected and fragments >250 bp are collected by the addition of 

AMPureXP beads and subsequent increase of binding buffer (including PEG and salts).  

Adapter-ligated DNA fragments were indexed using NEBNext Index i7 primers (NEB 

#7335, #7500) and KAPA HiFi HotStart ReadyMix 2x (Kapa Biosystems, Inc. #KK2601).  

Libraries were amplified for 12 - 14 cycles.  Indexed libraries were cleaned with 1.2x 

AMPure XP beads.  DNA concentration was measured by Qubit HS, size distribution and 

molarity were determined by Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer using the Agilent High Sensitivity 

DNA kit (Agilent #5067-4626).  Libraries were pooled to 10 nM and spiked 25% with phiX 

to ensure sequence diversity.  Libraries were sequenced on Illumina HiSeq2500 for 50x 

paired-end sequencing.  Adapter sequences were removed using TrimGalore! 

(https://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/trim_galore/) [187]. Bowtie2 was 

used to generate Sequence Alignment/Map (SAM) format files which were converted into 

sorted indexed binary (BAM) files[188].  The reference genome was the human assembly 

GRCh37/hg19 or mouse assembly NCBI37/mm9.  Unmethylated (GGG) and 

unmethylated (CCGGG) signatures were counted and methylation was calculated as the 

ratio of the total number of unmethylated reads to the number of total reads at that site. 
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Methylation values were adjusted based on the standard reads. Read threshold was set 

at greater than 70 for all DREAM libraries. 

 

Reduced Representation Bisulfite Sequencing 

Reduced representation bisulfite sequencing was previously described [189, 190]. 

DNA was isolated and prepared the same as for DREAM analysis.  2 µg of DNA was 

digested with 100 U of MspI endonuclease (NEB, #R0106)  at 37°C for 8 h.  MspI cuts at 

the recognition site, CCGG.  Following MspI digestion, 3’ overhangs and dA tailing was 

filled by incubation with Klenow fragment (3’ > 5’ exo-) DNA polymerase (NEB, #M0212)  

at 37°C for 30 m. DNA fragments were collected with AMPure XP beads at 2x volume 

beads to DNA volume.   Methylated sequencing adapters (NEB, #E7535) were ligated to 

the restriction fragments with T4 DNA ligase (NEB #M0202) at 16°C overnight.  

Methylated adapters were essential to protect these sequences from downstream 

bisulfite conversion.  The hairpin loops of the adapters were cleaved with USER enzyme 

(NEB #M5505) at 37°C for 15 m.  Ligated DNA was collected by dual size selection using 

AMPure XP beads.  Large DNA fragments (>350 bp) are removed by binding to 0.7x 

AMPure XP beads.  Supernatant is collected and fragments > 150 bp are collected by 

the addition of AMPure XP beads and subsequent increase of binding buffer (including 

PEG and salts).  Purified DNA is subjected to bisulfite conversion using Qiagen’s EpiTect 

Bisulfite Conversion Kit (Qiagen, #59104) according to the manufacturer’s protocol, 
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including the addition of carrier RNA. A reaction of DNA with sodium bisulfite at high 

temperature and low pH led to a conversion of unmethylated cytosine to uracil which 

became a thymine during subsequent PCR amplification steps. Methylated cytosines 

were protected from this reaction leaving cytosine intact. This base change allowed for 

the detection of unmethylated cytosines during high throughput sequencing. Adapter-

ligated bisulfite converted DNA fragments are indexed using NEBNext Index i7 primers 

(NEB #7335, #7500) and EpiMark Hot Start Taq (NEB, #M0490).  Libraries were amplified 

for 17 cycles. Indexed libraries were cleaned with 1x AMPure XP beads.  DNA 

concentration was measured by Qubit HS, size distribution and molarity were determined 

by Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer using the Agilent High Sensitivity DNA kit.  Libraries were 

pooled to 10 nM and spiked 25% with phiX (Illumina, #FC1103001) to ensure sequence 

diversity.  Libraries were sequenced on Illumina HiSeq2500 for 75 bases single-end 

sequencing.  Bismark bisulfite read mapper and methylation caller was used to generate 

Sequence Alignment/Map (SAM) format files which were converted into sorted indexed 

binary (BAM) files[191].  Reference genome was the human assembly GRCh37/hg19. 

Read threshold was set to greater than 20 reads per CpG. 

 

Differential Methylation Analysis 

Differential DNA methylation, for both DREAM and RRBS libraries, was analyzed 

using methylKit package in R [192, 193].  Differential methylation was calculated using 
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methylKit, correcting for overdispersion and significance was calculated by a Chi square 

test.  P values were corrected for multiple testing using the SLIM method [194].  Unless 

otherwise stated, CpG sites were considered differentially methylated if they showed 

greater than a 10% difference in methylation and q < 0.05. 

 

RNA sequencing 

Cell pellets were lysed in 1mL triozol and 200 µL of chloroform was added. Phase 

separation was achieved by centrifugation at 1400 rpm for 15 m at 4°C. Supernatant 

containing RNA was collected and an equal volume of ethanol was added.  This solution 

was transferred to the RNeasy miniKit (QIAGEN, #74104) spin column and subsequent 

steps were performed according the manufacturer’s protocol, including on column 

DNase I treatment using the RNase-free DNase I kit (QIAGEN, #79254). One microgram 

of input RNA was used to prepare libraries using NEBNext Ultra II RNA Library Prep kit 

(NEB, #E7775) using the NEBNext Poly(A) enrichment (NEB, #E7490) protocol according 

to the manufacturer’s guidelines. Libraries were pooled to 10 nM, spiked with 10% phiX 

library and sequenced 75 bases single-end on Illumina HiSeq 2500 machine.  Sequencing 

reads were aligned to the human genome GRCh37/hg19 and gene counts were 

calculated using STAR aligner[195].  Differential expression analysis was performed in R 

using the DESeq2 package [196].  Briefly, DESeq2 first calculates the geometric mean of 

each gene in all samples. Sample-specific gene ratios are calculated as the gene count 
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over the geometric mean for each specific gene. The sample-specific size factor is 

calculated as the median value of the gene ratios. This sample-specific size factor 

accounts for RNA-sequencing depth and RNA composition on the assumption that not 

all genes are differentially expressed. DESeq2 then calculated fold changes and 

significance. P-values are adjusted for multiple testing by Benjamin-Hochberg [197]. 

Genes were considered upregulated with an FC > 2 or downregulated with an FC < 0.5 

and PFDR < 0.05.  

 

Motif Enrichment Analysis 

Overrepresentation of known TF binding sites were identified using 

“findMotifGenome.pl” from HOMER [198]. Analysis was conducted for regions defined 

by ±50 bp surrounding differentially methylated CpG sites.  Motif enrichment analysis 

was conducted against local background regions containing equivalent CG content.   

 

External Datasets 

Publicly available TCGA-SKCM data was accessed using R and the TCGAbiolinks 

package [199-201].  Data was obtained from deidentified patients and all studies were 

conducted in accordance with recognized ethical guidelines: Declaration of Helsinki, U.S. 

Common Rule, CIOMS. Methylation data in the form of b values for the Illumina 450k 
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array was downloaded for 465 patients in the TCGA-SKCM. A total of 29,666 CpG sites 

were detected in the Illumina 450k array and the HEMn-DP1 (DREAM) or the HEMn-DP2 

(RRBS). Of these sites, 1510 CpG sites were considered UVR sensitive and significantly 

changed (differential methylation > 10% and q < 0.05) in either HEMn-DP1 or HEMn-DP2 

cells after UVR. 28,156 CpG sites were UVR insensitive and did not change (differential 

methylation < 10%) in either cell-line. 

DNase, H3K9me3, H3K27me3, H3K4me3, H3K4me1, and H3K27ac ChIP-seq 

data sets for human neonatal epidermal melanocyte cells were downloaded from the 

ENCODE portal [202, 203] (https://www.encodeproject.org/) with the identifiers 

indicated in Table 2: ECODE File List for HEMn Cells. Specifically, these libraries were 

made in the laboratory of Joseph Costello at UCSC. DNase and ChIP-seq profile plots 

were created for a 10 kb window centered around CpG sites. The peak signal was 

averaged using the normalizeToMatrix function in the EnrichedHeatmap package in R 

with the following parameters: “w0” mean mode and 100 bp bin size[204].  
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Table 1. ENCODE File List for HEMn Cells 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Experiment BigWig File BED File Target 

ENCSR152GST ENCFF084QXQ ENCFF973JPP H3K9ac 

ENCSR518JGY ENCFF721GJC ENCFF137FNR DNase-seq 

ENCSR434OBM ENCFF285GEW ENCFF605NTT DNase-seq 

ENCSR571CSC ENCFF278MIQ ENCFF014FHO H3K9me3 

ENCSR353LBX ENCFF178ZQI ENCFF849GBJ H3K9me3 

ENCSR350JZR ENCFF920CYZ ENCFF128QSF H3K4me3 

ENCSR481YGZ ENCFF412CZN ENCFF499KTB H3K4me3 

ENCSR382AKG ENCFF427WYI ENCFF317ZWT H3K4me3 

ENCSR382VAU ENCFF768VOT ENCFF464TQM H3K4me1 

ENCSR050FLB ENCFF454ZRX ENCFF234OVO H3K4me1 

ENCSR972NUZ ENCFF011ECV ENCFF572TXY H3K4me1 

ENCSR147GWR ENCFF373HCG ENCFF960CVK H3K27me3 

ENCSR708IFN ENCFF580MXP ENCFF657IBL H3K27me3 
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Western Blot Analysis 

Cell lysates were prepared in radioimmunoprecipitate assay (RIPA) lysis buffer 

(5mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl, 0.25% deoxycholic acid, 1% NP-40, 1 mM EDTA; 

Thermo Scientific #89900) and supplemented with 1x protease inhibitor cocktail (Thermo 

Scientific #78437) and Halt phosphatase inhibitor cocktail (Thermo5yd5refr584 Sci, 

#78420).  Protein extracts were incubated on ice for 30 m on a rocking platform before 

being centrifuged at 3,000 x g for 10 m at 4°C. Protein concentration for whole cell lysates 

were measured using a calorimetric dye binding assay (Bio-Rad #5000006).  Lysates were 

boiled at 100°C for 5 m with 4x Laemmli sample buffer (Bio-Rad, #1610747) containing 

1.25% b-mercaptoethanol.  Proteins were resolved by gel electrophoresis on a precast 4-

20% polyacrylamide gradient gel (Bio-Rad, #4568093).  Proteins were transferred to an 

Immobilon-P PVDF membrane (Millipore, #IPVH00010) using transfer buffer containing 

10% methanol.  Membranes were blocked in 5% milk in TBS-T for 1 h at room 

temperature.  Blots were incubated overnight at 4°C with primary antibodies. Blots were 

washed 3x for 10 m each with DPBS. Blots were incubated with secondary antibody for 1 

h and washed 3x for 10 m each with DPBS before imaging.  Blots were probed for b-actin 

(Thermo Fisher), DNMT3b (Abcam), TET1 (Active Motif), TET2 (Active Motif), H3 

(Millipore), and 5’hmC (Active Motif). 
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5’hmC Dot Blot 

Genomic DNA was extracted using GeneJet DNA Extraction Kit (Thermo Fisher Sci, 

#K0721) following the manufacturer’s protocol.  A total of 2 µg of DNA was suspended 

in 0.1 M NaOH and denatured by heating for 10 m at 95°C. DNA solution was neutralized 

with 1/10 volume 1 M NH4OAc. Solutions were serially diluted resulting 1 µg, 0.5 µg, and 

0.25 µg of DNA in a total volume in 200 µL. Samples were blotted onto a negatively 

charged nylon membrane and fixed by UV cross-linker Stratalinker (Stratagene). Prior to 

blotting the nylon membrane was activated by soaking in 20x SCC (pH 7.0, 3M NaCl, 0.3 

M sodium citrate) for 1 h. The membrane was blocked in 5% milk in TBS-T for 1 h. 

Membranes were probed with primary antibody against 5’hmC (Abcam) overnight.  The 

following morning membranes were washed with PBS three times for 10 m. Membranes 

were probed with secondary antibody for 1 h followed by three PBS washes for 10 m 

each before imaging.  

 

Generating melan-c TYR  

The plasmid, ptyrEGFP-TYR, was a gift from Ruth Halaban (Addgene #32782; 

http://n2t.net/addgene:32782). The plasmid contains the endogenous mouse Tyr 

promoter sequence at 2500 bp in length. This drives expression of the fully functional 

human TYR gene. Included on this plasmid is GFP. Use of this plasmid in mouse cells has 

been previously described[205]. Melan-c cells were plated 48 h before transfection in 6-
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well plates. Cells were transfected at 90% confluence with the 2 µg plasmid per well using 

Lipofectamine 3000 kit (Invitrogen Life Sciences). Cells were cultured for 48 h before 

selection with G418 (100 µg/mL). Further selection of GFPHI cells by FACS sorting resulted 

in a highly pigmented cell-line.   

 

BI6N Tail Vein Injections 

B16N cells, a highly metastatic clone of the B16 cell line, were UVR treated and cultured 

for 5 weeks before injection. 1.25x106 cells were injected per mouse for a total of five 

mice for each control and UVR-exposed group. The B16N cells stably express a luciferase 

so tumor burden was measured by sub-cutaneous injection of luciferin. Five minutes after 

luciferin injections, total photon flux was measured by IVIS imaging system at four-day 

intervals. At 21 d mice were sacrificed and lung tumors were collected.  

 

Statistical Analysis 

Statistical analyses were performed as described in the figures where they appear. All 

tests were performed using R. The Student’s t test was used to compare continuous 

variables. Comparison between multiple groups of continuous variables was performed 

by one-way ANOVA followed by post-hoc Tukey test. The odds ratio (OR) was calculated 
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for changes in methylation at specific locations (e.g. CpGi, promoters, histone marks, etc.) 

from a 2x2 contingency table as follows: 

 In location 

Yes No 

Significantly 
changed 

Yes a b 

No c d 

 

𝑂𝑅(𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛) =
𝑎 × 𝑑
𝑏 × 𝑐

 

OR statistical significance was calculated using Fisher’s exact test. Unsupervised 

hierarchical clustering was performed by Ward’s method using the hclust function in R. 

Heatmaps were generated using the pheatmap package [206]. Kaplan-Meir survival 

curves and log-rank test statistic was computed using R survival package[207].  
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CHAPTER 3 

RESULTS 

UVR Induces DNA Methylation Changes in Pigmented Melanocytes 

 To date there is no evidence of UVR-induced changes in DNA methylation for 

melanocytes. In order to determine if UVR has any effect on the 5’mC levels of the cells 

we UV irradiated melanocytes with a terrestrially relevant broadband UVR spectrum 

containing 35% UVA and 65% UVB for 90 s [208]. UVR treated and control melanocytes 

were cultured for one month to detect heritable and stable changes in 5’mC (Figure 3a). 

DREAM analysis of human epidermal neonatal melanocytes from darkly pigmented 

donors (HEMn-DP1) and RRBS analysis of HEMn-DP2 melanocytes revealed differences 

in DNA methylation after UVR treatment. PCA analysis of the human melanocyte 

populations showed separation between cell-lines as well as between UVR treated 

samples particularly for the HEMn-DP2 cells (Figure 3b). Out of the 51,500 CpG sites that 

were detectable by DREAM for the HEMn-DP1 cells, 4% were hypomethylated 

(methylation difference < -10% and q < 0.05) and 5% were hypermethylated (methylation 

difference > 10% and q < 0.05) after UVR exposure (Figure 3c). Next, we investigated 

further the effects of UVR on DNA methylation on pigmented mouse melanocytes, melan-

a, by DREAM. PCA analysis revealed separation of the control and UVR treated samples  
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(A) Schematic of experimental design of DNA methylation analysis of UVR exposed 

melanocytes in culture. (B) PCA analysis of UVR treated pigmented human melanocytes 

Figure 3. DNA methylation analysis of UVR-induced changes in pigmented  melanocytes. 

A 
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based on 5’mC levels in HEMn-DP1 and HEMn-DP2 populations. (C) Volcano plot of 

methylation changes versus the significance in HEMn-DP1 (left) and HEMn-DP2 (right). 

Hypermethylated sites (methylation difference >10% and q < 0.05) are highlighted in red 

and hypomethylated sites (methylation difference < -10% and q < 0.05) are highlighted 

in blue. (D) PCA analysis of the pigmented melan-a cells after UVR treatment based on 

the 5’mC levels. (E) Volcano plot showing the DNA methylation changes after UVR 

treatment versus significance. Significantly hypermethylated CpG sites are highlighted in 

red and significantly hypomethylated CpG sites are highlighted in blue.  
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along the first principal component (Figure 3d). Of the 21,316 CpG sites detected, 4% 

were hypomethylated and 12% were hypermethylated after UVR exposure (Figure 3e).  

 

UVR-Induced 5’mC Changes are Unique and Non-Overlapping 

 There were numerous changes in 5’mC; however, there were few commonly 

changed sites between the different cell populations. There was a total of 1,752 and 

31,557 hypermethylated CpG sites in HEMn-DP1 and HEMn-DP2 cells, respectively, and 

only 14 were commonly hypermethylated (Figure 4a). A total of 1,338 and 18,729 CpG 

sites were hypomethylated in the HEMn-DP1 and HEMn-DP2 cells, respectively. Only 8 

CpG sites were commonly hypomethylated between the two cell lines. There was a total 

of 8.950 CpG sites that were commonly detected between the two melanocytes. A 

comparison of all 8,950 CpG sites that were detected between the two cell lines showed 

no correlation (Pearson correlation coefficient, R = 0.028) in DNA methylation changes 

after UVR-exposure in HEMn-DP1 and HEMn-DP2 cells (Figure 4b). Changes in promoter 

methylation was analyzed to compare between the mouse and human cells (Figure 4c). 

There was modest overlap in two-way comparisons in hyper and hypomethylated 

promoters; however, there were only two commonly methylated promoters between all 

three melanocyte populations. No promoters were found to be commonly 

hypomethylated. 
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(A) Venn diagram showing overlap between hypermethylated CpG sites (top) and 

hypomethylated CpG sites (bottom) for HEMn-DP1 and HEMn-DP2 cells. (B) Scatter plot 

with linear regression showing the change in methylation after UVR exposure for HEMn-

DP1 versus HEMn-DP2 cells for 8,950 CpG sites. (C) Venn diagram showing promoters 

(3000bp upstream of the TSS) for melan-a, HEMn-DP1, and HEMn-DP2 cells.  

Figure 4. UVR-induced DNA methylation changes are unique and non-overlapping. 
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UVR Induces DNA Methylation Changes at Partially Methylated CpG Sites 

 CpG sites were analyzed with respect to their baseline methylation in control 

samples to determine if the amount of methylation prior to UVR-exposure influenced 

DNA methylation changes. Local polynomial regression (LOESS) revealed no trend in 

hyper or hypomethylation based on baseline methylation of a CpG site for both the 

HEMn-DP1 and HEMn-DP2 human cell populations (Figure 5a). Compared to the human 

melanocytes, the mouse melan-a melanocytes had a greater response to UVR and 

showed a more pronounced trend in hypermethylation as shown by the LOESS curve 

(Figure 5b). CpG sites were divided into two groups: UVR sensitive sites (methylation 

difference > 10% and q  < 0.05) and UVR insensitive sites ( methylation difference < 10% 

& q ³ 0.05). UVR insensitive sites for all three melanocyte populations fell into a bimodal 

distribution with the majority of the CpG sites at the extremes of 0% or 100% methylated 

(Figure 5c). However, for UVR sensitive CpG sites a larger majority of sites had 

intermediate levels of DNA methylation. To quantify the changes, CpG sites were divided 

into three categories based on the baseline methylation of the control samples: low 

(<20%), medium (20-80%), high (>80%). The percent of CpG sites that changed was 

calculated for each of the three groups and showed that CpG sites that were partially 

methylated and had a medium level of DNA methylation were more greatly affected by 

UVR-exposure (Figure 5d). A greater percentage of partially methylated CpG sites were 

hypo and hypermethylated after UVR exposure.   
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(A) Scatter plot showing the baseline methylation and the differential methylation after 

UVR exposure for human melanocytes, HEMn-DP1 and HEMn-DP2. Hypermethylated 

(differential methylation >10% and Q < 0.05) CpG sites are highlighted in red, 

hypomethylated (differential methylation < -10% and Q < 0.05) CpG sites are highlighted 

in blue and non-significant CpG sites in grey. Red dashed line depicts the loess curve 

from the local regression analysis. (B) Scatter plot correlating the changes in HEMn-DP1 

and HEMn-DP2 melanocytes after UVR exposure. (C) Scatter plot showing baseline 

Figure 5. UVR-induced 5'mC changes occur at partially methylated CpG sites. 
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methylation and differential methylation after UVR exposure in melan-a melanocytes with 

the loess curve shown in the red dashed line. (D) CpG sites were divided into three groups 

based on the baseline methylation in control samples: low (< 20%), med (20-80%), high 

(> 80%). Bar plot shows the percent of CpG sites that are differentially methylated after 

UVR (> 80%)  base on baseline methylation for both hypermethylated sites (red) and 

hypomethylated sites (blue).  
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UVR Induces DNA Methylation Changes at Distinct Genomic Locations 

CpG sites were analyzed for changes based on their location in the genome with 

respect to genic features and CpG density. Genomic features were defined at promoters 

(1000 bp upstream of TSS), exons, introns, or intergenic regions.  CpGi were defined as 

regions greater than 200 bp with GC content > 50% and the observed to expected CpG 

ratio greater than 0.6 [209, 210]. The observed ratio is the number of CpG’s over the total 

number of base pairs. The expected ratio is the ratio of cytosines to the total base pairs 

times the ratio of guanines to the total base pairs.  CpG shores are 2000 bp regions 

flanking the CpGi and open seas were the areas between the CpGi and shores. DNA 

methylation changes occurred at all regions in the genome, with promoter CpGi’s 

showing the fewest changes and intergenic and open seas showing the largest changes 

(Figure 6a). No significant difference was found between the percent of hyper or 

hypomethylated sites at any region.  We found that DNA hyper- and hypomethylation 

changes induced by UVR occurred at genomic features similarly in all three cells lines 

(melan-a, HEMnDP1, and HEMnDP2).  Compared to all sites that were detected, there 

was a greater percentage of hyper- and hypomethylated sites occurring at intergenic 

regions and a smaller percentage of changes found at promoters and introns for all three 

melanocyte populations (Figure 6b). Odds ratio analysis showed that promoters and to a 

lesser extent, exons, were protected from DNA methylation changes induced by UVR 

(Figure 6c). In contrast, CpG sites within intergenic regions were more likely to change 
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after UVR exposure. A similar analysis for CpG sites with respect to CpG density, showed 

that CpGi were hypo and hypermethylated less than expected as compared to the 

distribution  

 

Figure 6. UVR-induced changes in 5'mC at distinct genomic locations. 
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(A) Bar plot summarizing the percent of CpG sites that are hypomethylated in blue and 

hypermethylated in red, at regions defined relative to genic features and CpG density. 

(B) Stacked bar plot depicting the distribution of hypo- and hypermethylated CpG sites 

to the distribution of all CpG sites detected for melan-a, HEMnDP1 and HEMnDP2 cells. 

Genomic locations were mutually exclusive and defined as the promoter (1000 bp 

upstream of TSS), exonic, intronic, and intergenic. (C) Odds ratio analysis for  5’mC 

changes occurring at different genic regions. Odds ratio less than one indicates changes 

are unlikely to occur and an odds ratio greater than one indicates changes are more likely.   

(D) Stacked bar plot comparing the distribution hyper- and hypomethylated CpG sites in 

features relative to CpG density compared to all detectable sites for melan-a, HEMn-DP1, 

and HEMn-DP2 melanocytes. (E) Odds ratio analysis for changes in 5’mC at CpGi, shore, 

and open seas.  
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of all detectable sites (Figure 6d). In contrast, CpG sites within open seas were hypo- or 

hypermethylated more than expected. Odds ratio analysis showed CpGi were less likely 

to change, and open seas were more likely to change after UVR exposure (Figure 6e).  

 

Chromatin Associated with Open and Active Transcription is Protected from 

Changes in DNA Methylation 

  Because CpG sites in promoters and CpGi are protected from changes in 5’mC 

after UVR exposure, it is likely areas that are actively transcribed would also be protected 

from DNA methylation changes. To this end, CpG sites were analyzed in relation to 

different histone marks to determine the repressive or active chromatin environment in 

which UVR-induced DNA methylation changes take place. DNase and ChIP-seq datasets 

for histone marks H3K4me1, H3K4me3, H3K27ac, H3K27me3, and H3K9me3 were 

obtained from ENCODE for human epidermal melanocytes. Histone marks followed 

expected patterns where actively transcribed promoters marked with H3K27ac were in 

open chromatin (high DNase I hypersensitivity signal) and promoter histone mark 

H3K4me3 (Figure 7a). These promoters were also flanked by H3K4me1 designating 

enhancer regions. Promoters lacking DNase I signal also lacked these histone marks and 

instead were marked by H3K9me3 heterochromatin and/or H3K27me3 polycomb 

silenced marks. To analyze the chromatin context in which UVR-induced 5’mC changes 

take place, CpG sites were divided 
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Figure 7. UVR-induced 5'mC changes at distinct chromatin features. 

(A) Metaplots and heatmap of signal from DNase, H3K4me1, H3K4me3, H3K27ac, 

H3K9me3 and H3K27me3 from ENCODE datasets. Also included  are pooled 5’mC from 
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RRBS and DREAM datasets. A 10 kb window was centered around the TSS. (B) DNase 

and histone ChIP-seq data sets were averaged over a 10 kb window centered around 

three groups of CpG sites: hypermethylated, hypomethylated, and not changed. 

Metaplots relative HEMn-DP1 DREAM changes are shown at the top and HEMn-DP2 

RRBS changes are shown below. (C) Odds ratio analysis for 5’mC changes at bivalent 

promoters (H3K27me3 & H3K4me3), polycomb-repressed (H3K27me3), heterochromatin 

(H3K9me3),  enhancers (H3K4me1), promoters (HK4me1), transcriptionally active 

promoters (H3K27ac), and open chromatin (DNase).  
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divided into three groups based on their responsiveness to UVR exposure: 

hypermethylated, hypomethylated, or not changed. CpG sites that were hyper- or 

hypomethylated after UVR were located in areas with minimal DNase I hypersensitivity, 

H3K27ac, and H3K4me3 signal (Figure 7b). Hypomethylated CpG sites occurred in areas 

with higher levels of H3K4me1 than hypermethylated CpG sites. CpG that were hypo- or 

hypermethylated had higher levels of H3K9me3 than sites that did not change. As for 

H3K27me3 marks, no distinct pattern was observed between the two melanocyte 

populations. Odds ratio analysis showed that CpG sites associated with bivalent 

promoters (H3K27me3 &H3K4me3), H3K27ac, DNase, H3K4me3 were protected from 

5’mC changes after UVR exposure (Figure 7c). To a lesser extent, CpG sites associated 

with H3K4me1 were also protected. Contrastingly, CpG sites associated with the 

heterochromatin mark, H3K9me3, were more likely to change after UVR exposure.  

 

Hypermethylated 5’mC Changes Occur within Transposable Elements 

 DNA methylation is an important factor in controlling expression within 

transposable elements and its dysregulation is a feature of cancer, including melanoma. 

These elements were examined to determine if UVR could alter 5’mC patterns occurring 

within these regions. In the melan-a, HEMn-DP1, and HEMn-DP2 melanocyte 

populations, both hypo- and hypermethylated changes occurred at CpG sites located 

within in repetitive sequences (Figure 8a).  Specifically, more CpG sites located in LINE,  
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Figure 8. UVR-induced 5'mC changes in transposable elements 

(A) Volcano plots showing the change in 5’mC after UVR and the significance for melan-

a, HEMn-DP1, and HEMn-DP2 (from left to right). Hypomethylated sites are in blue with 

hypermethylated sites in red. Of the 1025 CpG sites located in repetitive genomic 

elements in melan-a cells, 19% were significantly hyper methylated and 2% were 

hypomethylated after UVR. Of the 6,761 CpG sites located in repetitive genomic 

elements in HEMn-DP1 cells, 3% were hypomethylated and 5% were hypermethylated 

after UVR.  Of the CpG sites located in repetitive genomic elements in HEMnDP2, 1% 

showed hypomethylated changes and 4% hypermethylated after UVR.  (B) Both hypo and 

to a larger extent hypermethylated changes occurred at LINE, SINE and LTR repetitive 

classes after UVR in melan-a, HEMn-DP1, and HEMn-DP2 (from left to right).   
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SINE and LTR elements were hypermethylated, although hypomethylation occurred to a 

lesser extent (Figure 8b). This trend was true for all melanocytes tested.  

 

UVR-Induced DNA Methylation Changes Partially Explain Changes in Gene 

Expression 

 Although promoters were protected from changes in DNA methylation, changes 

still occurred in these regions, as well as changes occurring in possible enhancer regions. 

Changes in 5’mC in both of the areas could potentially affect gene transcription. To test 

the possible functional effect of these DNA methylation changes, RNA-sequencing was 

performed 30 days after UVR exposure in the HEMn-DP2 cells. There were 303 genes up-

regulated and 95 genes down-regulated after UVR exposure (q < 0.05; Figure 9a). A 

heatmap of the significantly changed genes for each sample show the samples clustering 

based on treatment (Figure 9b). Considering genes that showed ‘large’ changes in 

promoter methylation (absolute difference > 10%) and transcriptional fold change  (FC > 

2 or FC < 0.5), there was negative correlation between promoter methylation and 

transcription (Figure 9c). Indeed, there were 31 genes that decreased in promoter  

methylation after UVR and showed increase in gene expression as well as 22 genes that 

had increase in promoter methylation and were downregulated after UVR (Figure 9d). 

While promoter methylation explained the transcriptional changes seen for a portion of 

gene transcription, there were a number of transcriptional changes for both upregulated 
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Figure 9. UVR-induces stable transcriptional changes that are partially explained by 

changes in DNA methylation.  

(A) Volcano plot showing the significance and fold change in gene expression 4 w after 

UVR exposure. Significantly up-regulated genes (FC > 2 & q < 0.05) are shown in orange 
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and significantly down-regulated genes (FC < 0.5 & q < 0.05) are shown in green. (B) 

Heatmap showing the clustering of samples on the significantly changed genes. (C) Linear 

regression based on the changes in promoter methylation (1000 bp upstream of the TSS) 

and the change in transcription. (D) Heatmaps showing only genes that are 

hypermethylated and downregulated or vice-versa. The left heatmap shows promoter 

methylation of these genes with red depicting higher levels of methylation and blue 

depicting lower levels of methylation. The right heatmap shows the RNA levels of these 

genes and retains the same column and row order as the methylation heatmap. Orange 

and green depict higher and lower RNA levels, respectively. (E) Donut plot showing the 

number and percent of hypermethylated, hypomethylated or unaffected promoters for 

genes that are down-regulated (left, green) or up-regulated (right, orange).  
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 and down-regulated genes that are not explained by changes in promoter methylation 

and may be affected by other mechanisms of transcriptional control (Figure 9e).   

 

UVR-Induced 5’mC Changes Occur within Transcriptional Binding Motifs with 

Concurrent Downregulation of Gene Targets 

 To understand the biological role of the UVR-induced transcriptional changes are 

performing within the melanocyte, Gene Set Enrichment Analysis was performed (GSEA). 

Interestingly, no enriched pathways were identified for up-regulated target genes. 

Conversely, there were several pathways enriched among UVR down-regulated genes 

(Figure 10a). These included an inflammatory response related to interferon alpha and 

gamma signaling. Notch and hedgehog signaling pathways, which are related to 

development and implicated as oncogenic in several cancers, were also found to be 

downregulated. Additionally, there was an enrichment of genes involved in the 

downregulation of KRAS signaling were also downregulated. To understand if there were 

any upstream regulators that could be coordinating these gene-expression programs, 

GSEA analysis was performed to identify if there was any enrichment for TF target genes. 

Indeed, a number of TFs were identified including STAT3 and AP2 (Figure 10b). In order 

to understand if there was an association with changes in 5’mC and any TFs, 

hypergeometric optimization of Motif Enrichment (HOMER) was performed. This analysis  
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Figure 10. UVR-induces concurrent 5'mC changes at transcription factor binding motifs 

with down-regulation of associated gene targets. 

(A) GSEA of genes down-regulated after UVR exposure identified the enrichment of 

several pathways. (B) Additionally, GSEA identified several TFs with targets that are 
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downregulated after UVR. (C) Transcription factor binding motif enrichment by HOMER 

for 100 bp regions centered on hyper-methylated CpG sites in HEMn-DP1 and HEMn-

DP2 cells identified 45 significantly enriched TFs (qFDR < 0.0001). Logo motifs are shown 

on the right for the most significantly enriched  TFs  and those identified by GSEA. (D) 

The AP2 TF was identified by GSEA and HOMER. A venn diagram shows the overlap of 

down-regulated (FC < 0.5) AP2 target genes and AP2 target genes with hypermethylated 

CpG sites within the promoter (methylation difference > 10%, 3000bp upstream of the 

TSS). (E) STAT3 was also identified by GSEA and HOMER. A venn diagram of STAT3 

target genes downregulated and gene with hypermethylated CpG sites in the promoter 

after UVR exposure. 
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was conducted on 100 bp regions centered on hypermethylated CpG sites (methylation 

difference > 10% & q < 0.05) to determine if there was an enrichment of any TF binding 

motifs. HOMER analysis of these regions identified 45 significantly enriched (q < 0.0001) 

TF binding motifs (Figure 10c, right). Motif logos for TFs that were the most significantly 

enriched or overlapped with those identified by GSEA, showed that many of these motifs 

are GC rich (Figure 10c, left). These two analyses identified TFs based on the change in 

the transcriptome (GSEA) or on the change in the methylome (HOMER) and identified 

two common TFs: AP2 and STAT3.  For the AP2 target genes, there was a significant 

overlap in genes that are downregulated after UVR exposure and those that contained 

hyper-methylated CpG sites within the gene promoter (Figure 10d). The same 

comparison was conducted for STAT3 target genes and while there was an overlap 

between hypermethylation of gene promoters and genes that are downregulated after 

UVR, this was not statistically significant (Figure 10e). In summary, UVR-induced DNA 

methylation changes may correlate with changes in TF binding and may further explain 

the differences in UVR-mediated transcriptional changes. Further experiments 

understanding which TFs are affected and how their binding to the DNA is affected after 

UVR. Temporal analysis is needed to understand if it is the loss of binding that facilitates 

the methylation of the DNA or if it is first the methylation of the DNA that is disrupting 

the TF binding.  
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UVR Does not Induce DNA Methylation Changes in Lightly Pigmented or 

Albino Melanocytes 

 While it was clear UVR-induced DNA methylation changes in melan-a, HEMn-DP1 

and HEMn-DP2 melanocyte populations, it was unknown how additional melanocyte 

populations would respond. Melan-a, HEMn-DP1, and HEMn-DP2 melanocytes are 

deeply pigmented; however, the melanocyte pigmentation phenotype lies on a spectrum 

ranging from deeply pigmented to lightly pigmented to albino. To understand how other 

pigmentary phenotypes would respond, additional human melanocytes were tested for 

response to UVR exposure including medium pigmented HEMn-MP1 by DREAM, lightly 

pigmented HEMn-LP1 by RBBS, and albino melan-c by DREAM(Figure 11a).  PCA analysis 

of the 5’mC between the control and UVR samples of the HEMn-LP1 and HEMn-MP 

human melanocyte shows samples separating based on cell-type but not by treatment 

(Figure 11b). These cells showed minimal changes (< 0.5%) in 5’mC after UVR treatment 

(Figure 11c,d). PCA analysis of the mouse melan-c melanocytes does not show grouping 

of the UVR samples (Figure 11e). Again, these albino melanocytes showed few changes 

in response to UVR treatment (Figure 11f).  
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Figure 11. Few 5'mC changes occur in light or albino melanocytes after UVR. 

(A) Cell pellets of lightly pigmented (HEMn-LP1), mediumly pigmented (HEMn-MP), and 

albino melanocytes (melan-c). (B) PCA analysis of control and UVR-treated samples for 
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the human melanocytes, HEMn-LP1 and HEMn-MP. (C) Volcano plot showing significantly 

hypermethylated CpG sites after UVR exposure in red and significantly hypomethylated 

CpG sites in blue for HEMn-LP1 and (D) HEMn-MP. (E) PCA analysis on the DNA 

methylation  of the control and UVR-treated melan-c melanocytes. (F) Volcano plot 

showing significantly methylated CpG sites after UVR for melan-c cells.  
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UVR-induces Unique Transcriptional Changes in Lightly Pigmented 

Melanocytes 

 Although previous data showed minimal changes in 5’mC after UVR, there are 

multiple mechanisms through which transcription is controlled in addition to DNA 

methylation and so transcriptional changes were assessed by RNA-seq in the HEMn-LP1 

cells after UVR exposure. Indeed, the HEMn-LP1 melanocyte population showed changes 

in transcription after UVR, irrespective to the lack of 5’mC changes (Figure 12a). There 

were 76 upregulated genes and 3 downregulated genes in the HEMn-LP2 cell population 

(FC >1 and p < 0.05). Pathway analysis revealed an enrichment of several pathways 

unique to these HEMn-LP1 melanocytes including a number of DNA repair pathway 

(Figure 12b). Interferon signaling pathway was upregulated in these cells which is 

opposite to what was found previously in the HEMn-DP2 cells where interferon responses 

were down regulated. There were no overlapping genes between the HEMn-LP1 and 

HEMn-DP2 cells.  

 

UVR Downregulates TET2 Protein in Pigmented Melanocytes 

 Since we saw changes in pigmented melanocytes after UVR, it was necessary to 

investigate possible mechanisms that could explain this observation. The first obvious 

place to look was at the direct regulation of the DNA methylation machinery and the  
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Figure 12. UVR-induce transcriptional changes in light pigmented melanocytes. 

(A) Volcano plots showing transcriptional changes by RNA-seq in the HEMn-LP1 cells 4 

w after UVR exposure showing the fold change and the significance. (B) Gene-ontology 

analysis of upregulated gens with a fold change > 1.   
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enzymes responsible for laying down and removing the methylation marks. The protein 

levels of de novo DNA methytransferases DNMTA and DNMT3B as well as TET1 and 

TET2 were measured by Western blot immediately following UVR exposure and after one 

week. TET3 was not detectable by RT-qPCR and therefore not expressed. Looking first 

at the human melanocytes HEMn-LP2 and HEMn-DP2, we found many similarities in 

protein levels (Figure 13a). Immediately following UVR exposure at 2, 4, and 8 h, there 

appeared to be no changes in protein levels of DNMT3A, TET1, and TET2 for both the 

HEMn-LP2 and HEMn-DP2 melanocytes. DNMT3B was not detectable by WB in both 

melanocyte populations. One week after UVR exposure the protein levels appeared 

unchanged in DNMT3A and TET1 for both melanocytes. However, the lower isoform of 

TET2 is no longer expressed in the HEMn-LP2 melanocytes after one week and the 

heavier isoform even appears to increase expression in the HEMn-DP2 melanocytes. In 

order to determine if the loss of the lower isoform in the HEMn-LP2 cells would lead to a 

decrease in the global levels of 5’hmC, the level of 5’hmC was measured by a dot blot 

(Figure 13b). As expected, the global level of 5’hmC decreased slightly one week after 

UVR exposure. To establish the effect of pigmentation in this observation rather than a 

cell specific effect, a pigmented melan-c line was generated as previously described 

(Figure 13c) [205]. Melan-c contains a mutation in the tyrosinase gene, which is the rate-

limiting step in melanin synthesis. Melan-c cells were transfected with a plasmid 

expressing a fully functional human TYR gene driven by a 2500 bp region of the mouse 

Tyr promoter. The endogenous mouse Tyr is around 70k Da and the human TYR is 
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detectable at 100 kDa. A doublet is seen for ectopically expressed TYR which undergoes 

glycosylation. The protein levels of Dnmt3a, Dnmt3b, Tet1 and Tet2 were measured in 

melan-c cells with  

 

Figure 13. Protein changes in DNMT and TET proteins after UVR exposure 

(A) Western blot showing protein levels of DNMT3A, DNMT3B, TET1, and TET2 for light 

pigmented HEMn-LP2 melanocytes and dark pigmented HEMn-DP2 melanocytes after 

UVR exposure. (B) A DNA dot blot probed for 5’hmC in HEMn-LP2 melanocytes one week 
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after UVR exposure. DNA was serially diluted and applied to the membrane. (C) 

Generation of pigmented mouse melan-c cells by expression of fully functional human 

TYR (100 kDa) as shown through cell pellets and by WB. (D) WB of protein levels of 

Dnmt3a, Dnmt3b, Tet1, and Tet2 in the albino and pigmented melan-c melanocytes after 

UVR exposure. 
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and without TYR-eGFP expression after UVR exposure. As previously, seen in the human 

melanocytes, the protein levels of Dnmt3a, Tet2 and Tet1 did not change 2, 4, or 8 h 

after UVR exposure. However, it appeared that TET2 was not expressed in untreated 

control melan-c cells. One week after UVR exposure showed that the protein levels of 

Tet1 and Dnmt3a were largely unaffected. As seen with the lightly pigmented 

melanocytes, HEMn-LP, the albino melan-c cells show loss of the lower Tet2 isoform one 

week after UVR exposure. Interestingly, this  isoform appears to increase sustainably in 

the pigmented melan-c cells. 

 

UVR-Induced DNA Methylation Changes Correlate with Those Found in 

Mouse Melanomas 

 To understand if UVR-induced 5’mC changes were relevant to melanoma, we 

compared the changes found in the mouse melan-a melanocytes to a panel of mouse 

melanoma cell lines. These melanomas were derived from a UVR-inducible melanoma 

model using mice that overexpress hepatocyte growth factor/scatter factor (HGF/SF) and 

constitutively active RAS/RAF/MAPK signaling [211, 212].  The HGF/SF mice show a high 

incidence of melanoma after a single exposure of UVR after neonatal day 4 [213].   Four 

cell-lines derived from tumors originating from this model were used: F5061. F5127, 

F4280, and B2903. In addition, B16 was also included which was derived from a 

spontaneous mouse melanoma. Analysis of these melanomas by DREAM  showed distinct 
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difference between  the HGF/SF melanomas, the spontaneous melanoma, and the 

melan-a melanocytes as seen in the PCA (Figure 14a).    If UVR-induced DNA methylation 

changes are important for tumorigenesis, one would expect to  find the same  changes 

in melanomas suggesting they have been selected for. To see if this true, we compared 

the UVR-induced changes in the melan-a melanocytes to the changes that occur during 

melanoma. The 5’mC changes in melanoma was calculated as the difference in the 

average CpG methylation of the melanoma cells  and the average of the melan-a control 

samples.   There was a significant but modest correlation ( R = 0.15; P = 2.2x10-16 ) 

between changes induced by UVR and those found in melanoma with 3.5% of detectable 

CpG sites being concordantly hypermethylated and 1.9% of CpG sites being 

concordantly hypo methylated (Figure 14b).  Next, it was determined if  the sites that 

concordantly changed are shared  between melanoma samples (Figure ?c). There are 

both hypomethylated and hypermethylated sites that are  concordantly changed after 

UVR  and   between all of the melanoma samples.    Genes were selected for if CpG sites 

in the promoter region concordantly changed in 3 or more melanoma samples.  These 

genes were used for IPA  to determine enrichment of biological pathways (Figure 14d).  

These sites were enriched in the promoters of genes belonging to pathways of cancer, 

dermatological diseases, and neurological disease suggesting these methylation 

changes may be functionally relevant.
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Figure 14. UVR-induced methylation changes found in mouse melanomas. 

(A) PCA analysis of 5’mC levels in mouse melanomas and the mouse melan-a melanocyte. 

(B) Scatter plot comparing UVR-induced 5’mC changes in melan-a compared to changes 

found in melanoma. Blue highlights concordantly changed CpG sites. (C) Upset plot 

showing many concordantly changed CpG sites are common to many of the melanoma 

samples for hypomethylated (left) and hypermethylated (right) CpG sites. Intersection size 

is displayed in the top bars and comparison is shown in the dot and whiskers at the 

bottom. (D) IPA analysis of genes which contain concordantly changed CpG sites (found 

in three or more cell lines) within the promoter (1000 bp upstream of the TSS).  
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UVR-Induced DNA Methylation Changes Correlated with Human Melanomas 

 To confirm the correlation found in mouse melanomas and to determine if these 

changes may correlate with clinical features, UVR-induced methylation changes were 

compared to the methylation patterns found in the TCGA skin cutaneous melanoma 

(SKCM) cohort.  The total overlap in CpG sites detected in the 450k array platform and 

the RRBS or DREAM libraries was 29,666 CpG sites, of which 896 CpG sites were 

considered UVR-sensitive methylation difference > 10% and q < 0.05) in either HEMn-

DP1 or HEMn-DP2 melanocytes. Hierarchical clustering of patient samples (n = 462) 

based on UVR-sensitive sites showed two clusters with distinct DNA methylation profiles 

(Figure 15a). The normal tissue samples were found in the first cluster. PCA analysis based 

on DNA methylation of UVR-sensitive CpG sites shows separation of these patient 

samples by cluster (Figure 15b). To determine if the UVR-induced changes are found in 

melanoma, UVR-induced 5’mC changes in melanocytes were compared to 5’mC changes 

that occur in melanoma samples (compared to melanocyte control) (Figure 15c). Cluster 

1 showed the strongest correlation with UVR induced changes (R = 0.47).  
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Figure 15. UVR-sensitive sites distinguish two groups of melanoma patients. 

CpG sites that were sensitive to UVR irradiation in either HEMn-DP1 or HEMn-DP2 cells 

were used to compare between melanoma patients in the TCGA-SKCM cohort. (A) A 

heatmap of methylation b-values from the Illumina 450k array. Samples are labeled by 

primary, metastatic or normal tissue. Also, samples are labeled based on two major 

branches formed from hierarchical clustering based on UVR sensitive sites. (B) PCA of 

patient samples based on DNA methylation of UVR sensitive sites. (C) Scatter plot of the 

5’mC changes of the UVR-sensitive CpG sites in melanocytes after UVR radiation and the 
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changes in UVR-sensitive cluster1 patient melanomas (left) and cluster 2 patient 

melanomas (right) compared to normal melanocytes.  
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UVR-Sensitive CpG Sites are Prognostic of Patient Survival 

Further analysis was done to determine if the two UVR-sensitive clusters showed 

a correlation with any clinical characteristics. Kaplan-Meier survival analysis revealed that 

cluster 2 was associated with worse overall survival (median OS: cluster 1 = 104.7 m, 

cluster 2 = 63.7 months; log-rank P = 0.0042; Figure 16a). To determine if this was 

unique to UVR-sensitive CpG sites or if these sites were a subset of a larger group, the 

same analysis was performed on UVR-insensitive CpG sites (n = 27,511). CpG sites were 

considered insensitive if they showed a methylation difference < 10% and a q < 0.05 in 

both HEMn-DP1 and HEMn-DP2 melanocytes after UVR exposure. Hierarchical 

clustering of the patient samples based on the methylation of UVR-insensitive CpG sites 

began to disrupt the clustering of the UVR-sensitive sites and generated two new UVR-

insensitive clusters based on the major branches of the tree (Figure 16b). Further 

survival analysis based on the UVR-insensitive clusters showed no difference in overall 

survival between these groups of patients (Figure 16c). Additionally, there were no 

significant differences in median age of diagnosis, sex, tumor type (primary vs 

metastatic), disease stage, or Breslow depth between the UVR-sensitive clusters (Table 

4). However, there was a significant enrichment of tumors bearing a UVR mutation 

signature in the UVR-sensitive cluster 1. 
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Figure 16. UVR-sensitive sites are prognostic of patient survival 

UVR-sensitive CpG sites grouped patients into two clusters. (A) Kaplan-Meir survival 

analysis of these UVR-sensitive clusters. (B) Hierarchical clustering of patients based on 

DNA methylation of UVR-insensitive sites. (C) Kaplan-Meir survival analysis of clusters 

based on UVR-insensitive sites.  
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Table 2. Clinical characteristics of UVR-sensitive clusters 

Variable Cluster 1 Cluster 2 P-value 
 

N % N % 
 

Number of cases 261 100 201 100 
 

Median age at diagnosis (years) 58 
 

59.6 
 

n.s. 

Overall survival (months) 104.7 
 

63.7 
 

0.0042 

Sex 
     

Female 105 40.2 70 34.8 n.s. 

Male 156 59.8 131 65.2 
 

Sample Type 
     

Primary 59 22.6 44 21.9 n.s. 

Metastatic 202 77.4 157 78.1 
 

Neoplasm Disease Stage (AJCC) 
     

0-II 124 47.5 108 53.7 n.s. 

III-IV 114 43.7 80 39.8  

Breslow depth 
     

< 1 99 37.3 56 27.9 n.s. 

1-2 65 24.9 63 31.3 
 

2-4 47 18.0 36 17.9 
 

> 4 42 16.1 42 20.1 
 

Not reported 8 3.1 4 2.0 
 

Mutation Signature     0.0159 

UVR signature 242 92.3 172 85.6  

Not UVR 21 8.0 29 14.4  
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UVR induces DNA methylation changes in plastic regions of the melanoma 

methylome 

 UVR-insenstive sites showed a bimodal distribution of methylation density in 

melanocytes. Interestingly, the distribution of UVR-insenstive sites in melanoma patients 

from the SKCM cohort showed the same bimodal pattern, as well as in other cancers 

(Figure 17a). UVR-sensitive sites showed methylation distribution more in partially 

methylated regions (20-80%) and this was also seen in the other cancers (Figure 17b). 

However, SKCM compared to the other cancers showed a more variable distribution 

between patients. Suggesting that the 5’mC patterns themselves are more variable 

among the SKCM cohort. Correlation in methylation patterns between patients based on 

UVR-sensitive 5’mC showed that patients in the SKCM cohort had the least similarity in 

global DNA methylation than other cancers.  

 

UVR Does not Cause DNA Methylation Changes in Melanoma 

During tumorigenesis, 5’mC patterns are frequently dysregulated. To understand 

if UVR induced 5’mC changes were specific to melanocytes or if they also occurred in 

transformed cells, we UV irradiated a human melanoma cell-line UACC1273 and assessed 

5’mC levels after four weeks by RRBS.  Comparison between samples show a tight 

correlation between the control and UVR treated samples with most samples having 

perfect correlation (Pearson correlation coefficient =1.00; Figure 18a). As such,  
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Figure 17. UVR-sensitive sites are highly dissimilar in melanomas. 

(A) Density plot showing methylation distribution of UVR-insensitive sites for different 

cancers. Each line represents the distribution of one patient tumor with 20 representative 

patients shown.  (B) Density plot showing methylation distribution of UVR-sensitive sites 

for different cancers. (C) Correlograms showing by color the Pearson correlation 

coefficient  between patients based on UVR-sensitive DNA methylation patterns. Red 

signifies high level of correlation and white signifies no correlation.  
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Figure 18. UVR does not induce 5'mC changes in UACC1273 melanoma cells 

(A) A matrix comparing 5’mC between samples. Density plots on the bottom with red 

showing high, green intermediate, and blue low point density. Histograms for 5’mC levels 

are shown for each sample in the green bars. At the top the Pearson correlation 

coefficient for each sample comparison is printed. (B) A volcano plot showing 5’mC 

changes after UVR and the significance are shown with zero sites showing any significant 

difference. 
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differential methlation analysis showed no changes in DNA methylation in these 

melanoma cells (Figure 18b).   

 

UVR Does not Increase Lung Metastasis 

 To further explore the role of UVR on the long-term impacts on melanoma, B16N 

cells were exposed to UVR. Any phenotypic differences lasting in the melanoma cells 

after UVR would likely have an epigenetic origin, so B16N cells were cultured for 5 weeks 

after UVR before tail-vein injection to determine lung colonization ability (Figure 19a).  

B16N cells expressed luciferase so tumor burden was monitored every four days. There 

were no significant differences in tumor burden at any time monitored (Figure 19b). After 

21 days, lungs were collected, and visually no difference was seen in tumor burden for 

UVR exposed melanoma cells (Figure 19c).  
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Figure 19. UVR does not induce a stable metastatic phenotype 

(A) Schematic showing experimental design. (B) IVIS signal of total photon flux (p/s) 

generated by luciferin degradation by luciferase expressing B16N melanoma cells. No 

statistical significance was seen between any of the time points. (C) Whole lung image of 

tumor burden at 21 d post-tail vein injection.  
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CHAPTER 4 

DISCUSSION 

 These studies aimed to determine the effect UVR has on DNA methylation in 

melanocytes and if these changes are relevant in melanomagenesis. These data 

demonstrate proof-of-principal that UVR induces changes in 5’mC in melanocytes. 

Interestingly, these seem to correlate with the pigmentation phenotype of the cell. UVR-

induced DNA methylation changes occurred in highly pigmented melanocytes in regions 

of the DNA that were outside of areas being actively transcribed. This data suggest 

pigmentation could be enhancing UVR-induced epigenomic instability. Many of the 

changes induced by UVR correlated with those found in melanoma in both mouse 

melanoma cell lines and human melanoma patient samples where UVR-sensitive sites 

were found to be prognostic of overall patient survival. This body of work raises new 

possibilities for mechanistic insights into UVR-induced melanomagenesis. It also 

highlights the complicated role for melanin in melanocyte biology which is slowly being 

untangled in recent years. These studies could ultimately provide insight into the use of 

therapeutics targeting the epigenome in melanoma patients.  
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UVR-Induced 5’mC Changes within Promoters 

 To date there have only been a few reports studying the role of UVR in the 

epigenome with all but one study failing to address the long-term consequences of UVR-

induced epigenetic changes [182]. Indeed, most studies looked at changes that 

appeared transient in nature or an effect of altered cellular populations. As a 

consequence, there is a gap in our knowledge in understanding UVR-induced epigenetic 

changes. This work aimed to address this issue. It was hypothesized that UVR would 

induce changes in the epigenome, specifically the methylome, in melanocytes. 

Surprisingly, our DNA methylation studies showed changes in the highly pigmented 

melanocytes only. The role of pigmentation will be discussed later on, as our initial 

analyses were focused on understanding the genomic context in which 5’mC changes 

occurred.  Actively transcribed promoters defined by open chromatin (DNAse I 

hypersensitivity), H3K27ac (transcriptional activation), and H3K4me3 (promoters) were 

protected from changes in 5’mC. This is in line with previous reports where DNA 

methylation is blocked from actively transcribed regions [214]. 

 

Difficulties in Correlating Promoter Methylation with Transcription 

 Although the role of DNA methylation in silencing gene transcription is well 

established, many global studies evaluating the effect of promoter methylation on gene 

transcription have only identified modest negative correlations between the two [214-
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216]. Indeed, our own work showed a modest correlation between UVR-induced DNA 

methylation  and transcription, although better than a few reports. One of the difficulties 

in elucidating the role of DNA methylation changes on gene transcription is the 

oversimplification of promoter methylation as simply the mean of CpG reads, which does 

not take into account the heterogeneity of methylation patterns that can occur in bulk 

sequencing. For example, 20% methylation of a promoter that contains five CpG sites 

could mean that one read was fully methylated and the other four reads were completely 

unmethylated (Figure 20a). It could also mean that each of the five reads could each 

contain one methylated CpG site. This is an important distinction because it has been 

shown that even one methylated CpG site may be sufficient to recruit methyl binding 

proteins which can deacetylate the surrounding histones and cause collapse of gene 

expression [217].  So, for the first case described, 20% methylation would be associated 

with higher levels of transcription as a quarter of the cellular population had unmethylated 

promoters. In the second case, 20% methylation would be associated with much lower 

levels of transcription since all cells contained a methylated CpG within their promoter. 

Recently, a novel approach has been developed to take into account the 5’mC 

differences due to cellular heterogeneity  based on the assumption that each sequencing 

read likely belongs to a single cell [218]. More sophisticated quantifications methods like 

this, which more accurately account for the mechanisms by which DNA methylation 

controls expression, will be useful in better identifying functionally relevant differentially 

methylated promoter CpG sites.  
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Figure 20. Cell heterogeneity in promoter DNA methylation. 

(A) Two different patterns of 5’mC within a promoter with 20% methylation but 

theoretically associated with different levels of transcription. Traditional methods of 

estimating promoter methylation are unable to distinguish between the two and limits 

the ability to accurately predict transcription.   
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Further, it should be noted that methylation is not the only mechanism through 

which transcription is controlled and therefore it seems unreasonable to expect a near 

perfect correlation between 5’mC and transcription. Factors such as chromatin structure, 

histone modifications, recruitment of transcription factors and proper regulation of the 

transcriptional machinery at the promoters and transcriptional start sites all have 

important functions. Many genes also contain multiple TSSs adding an additional layer of 

complexity. Therefore, DNA methylation of one promoter may only block transcription at 

that site but still allow for transcription to take place at alternative promoters [219, 220]. 

Indeed, there are many possible causes for discordance between promoter 5’mC and 

gene expression. Indeed, our data strongly suggests that UVR induces additional 

epigenetic changes in addition to DNA methylation. While promoter methylation could 

partially explain transcriptional changes in the HEMn-DP2 melanocytes, there were 

numerous transcriptional changes in the HEMn-LP2 melanocytes where minimal changes 

in 5’mC were observed. It is unclear what could account for these long-term 

transcriptional changes and they could be attributed to changes in histone marks or 

chromatin structure. 

 

Functional Consequences of UVR-Induced Epigenomic Changes 

 Understanding the biological effects of UVR-induced epigenetic changes is 

essential for determining their relevance in disease progression. Both of the melanocyte 
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populations tested showed a response in the long-term transcriptional changes after to 

UVR exposure. Interestingly, the transcriptional profiles were distinctly different. 

However, both transcriptional programs are biologically relevant to melanocytes and 

disease pathogenesis. In the HEMn-DP2 melanocytes there was enrichment of a number 

of genes involved in a few cell-signaling pathways and inflammatory response. 

Interestingly, genes involved in the down regulation of KRAS signaling were 

downregulated implying an activation of the pathways, a greater response upon 

activation, or a delayed inhibition after activation. While KRAS mutations are not typically 

associated with melanoma, mutations in the RAS/RAF/MAPK pathway are common in 

melanomas: 50% BRAFV600E activating mutation, 30% NRASQ61R activating mutation, 14% 

NF1 inactivating mutation (NF1 is a negative regulator of this pathway) [161]. Thus, these 

early epigenetic changes may point towards an early addiction of these melanocytes to 

the RAS/RAF/MAPK pathway for proliferation and survival. This may make them more 

susceptible to mutations activating this pathway. This coordination between epigenetic 

and genetic events has been demonstrated in colon cancer where hypermethylation of 

Wnt signaling antagonist are found in early-stage, pre-invasive colon lesions prior to 

appearance of mutations in the pathway [221]. As for melanoma, whether epigenetic 

changes are required to occur before or after mutations in the RAS/RAF pathway remains 

to be seen.  
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Genes enriched for the inflammatory response were also seen to be 

downregulated after UVR possibly through either interferon-a or interferon-g pathways. 

In line with this, STAT3 transcription factor found to be a potential upstream regulator 

mediating these effects. Additionally, interferon response was upregulated in the HEMn-

LP1 melanocytes. Determining if this is mediated by interferon-a or interferon-g through 

autocrine mechanism would be interesting as well as understanding the role of these 

pathways in cell survival after UVR-exposure.   

In addition to STAT3, the AP2 transcription factor was also found to be a potential 

upstream regulator of the downregulated genes by UVR. The AP2 transcription factor 

family is made up of five different proteins with similar DNA binding motifs. Evidence 

supports the role for both AP2a and AP2a as pioneering transcription factors that are 

essential for normal development of cell lineages of the neural crest, of which, 

melanocytes are a part. Additionally, AP2a is known to bind both promoter and enhancer 

sequences within melanocytes and works in conjunction with the master transcriptional 

regulator for melanocytes, MITF, to coordinate differentiation. These DNA methylation 

changes may be cooperating with accumulating DNA mutations in addition to altering 

the response of melanocytes to future insults by UVR. These changes may confer 

melanocytes a selective advantage that may contribute to tumor growth and progression. 

Functional studies assessing the effect of these changes are needed. 
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Considering Possible Mechanisms of DNA Methylation Changes 

 Understanding how UVR is causing DNA methylation changes will be important 

for developing treatments to reverse hazardous effects. In the next section a few 

possibilities are discussed. 

 

Transcription Factors and DNA Methylation 

 Our data showed areas associated with histone-marks for active transcription were 

resistant to DNA methylation changes, which has been previously reported. This is 

thought to be due to the DNA being inaccessible to the DNA methylation machinery. At 

least for CGI promoters, chromatin is maintained by H3K4 methyltransferases to retain 

levels of histone marks incompatible with DNA methylation. However, there were still 

detectable 5’mC changes that occurred and were associated with silenced gene 

expression. It has been a long-standing question in the field of which process occurs first: 

silenced transcription or addition of 5’mC [214]. It seems likely that downregulation or 

misguided targeting of certain transcription factors may lead to reduced transcription at 

certain promoters and the addition of 5’mC serves as a locking mechanism to maintain 

silenced gene transcription.  
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Investigation into TET2 Regulation in Response to UVR Exposure 

It is clear that the levels of 5’hmC are reduced in advanced stages of melanoma 

which is a result of decreased enzymatic activity of the TET family of proteins [157, 158]. 

In hematopoietic malignancies, TET2 inactivating mutations are common driver-events. 

However, in melanoma TET2 mutations, as well as mutations in IDH1/2, occur at very low 

frequencies so it is unclear how this loss of function transpires. Our studies showed a 

differential response in TET2 expression after UVR but not for any other enzyme involved 

in DNA methylation. It is unclear if this change in TET2 is directly responsible for the 5’mC 

changes observed in our cells but it does show that UVR is capable of directly modulating 

TET2 and affecting levels of 5’hmC in melanocytes. This could be another mechanism 

through which UVR could modulate changes in gene expression. Further studies are 

needed to determine how long this change in TET2 lasts, the genomic locations of 

differential 5’hmC, and if it correlates with differential 5’mC. In addition, further work on 

the downregulation of TET2 after UVR is needed and may help elucidate the mechanism 

through which TET2 is downregulated in melanoma. Although it seems TET2 is primarily 

downregulated after UVR, it does not rule out the possibility of an alternative control 

mechanism for the other enzymes involved in DNA methylation. It is possible that 

targeting of DNMTs and TETs to different genomic loci could be the cause of changes in 

5’mC and further studies evaluating their DNA binding patterns in melanocytes after UVR 

exposure are needed to assess this possibility.  
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Pigmentation 

One of the more surprising findings from this work, is the apparent role of 

pigmentation in DNA methylation changes. While this body of work merely suggests that 

pigmentation may be involved, the implications of this would be profound. UVR 

treatment of a panel of melanocytes with different pigmentation phenotypes reveled 

DNA methylation changes only occurred in deeply pigmented melanocytes. Although 

melanin helps to absorb and scatter UVR, it also has toxic properties as well. It can also 

act as a photosensitizer, becoming activated by the absorption of UVR and eliciting 

further reactions [9, 222]. Through this ability, it is possible that melanin is enhancing the  

effect of UVR on the epigenome. In light and medium pigmented melanocytes there are 

minimal changes in 5’mC after UVR exposure. UVR-exposure of the pigmented melan-c 

melanocytes will prove definitively the involvement of pigmentation in mediating this 

effect, since the albino melan-c melanocytes showed no response. If pigmentation is 

involved, it raises the question of how it can mediate these changes in 5’mC. Melanin 

photosensitization produces ROS, the effects of which are numerous and include 

activation of signaling pathways and induction of  single strand DNA breaks. In addition, 

ROS production is generated during melanin synthesis as well. There have been 

numerous links of ROS and changes in DNA methylation in a number of diseases and 

cancers. In melanoma, one study found changes in DNA methylation which they linked 

to activation of DNMT1 by ROS [223-225]. However, the functional consequences of 

these changes were not assessed. Further studies investigating the role of ROS 
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production by melanin photosensitization is needed and may include use of ROS-

scavenger treatment to mitigate UVR-induced 5’mC changes. Additionally, if it is the 

production of ROS in acting out these effects, it would also be expected that melanocytes 

originating from red-hair individuals would also be responsive to UVR since they contain 

pheomelanin, a stronger photosensitizer than eumelanin [7]. Further, it would be relevant 

to determine the waveband specific effects on UVR-induced 5’mC changes. 

Photosensitization primarily occurs through interaction of melanin with the UVA 

waveband [222]. It would be expected then that UVA is the primary mediator of UVR-

induced 5’mC changes. Once thought of as the safer waveband, continual evidence is 

growing to show a direct causal role for UVA in melanomagenesis [10]. Indeed, these 

studies would aid in the understanding of the comparative effects of the UVA and UVB in 

mediating melanoma, possibly by a novel mechanism through alterations in the 

epigenome.  

 

Comments on DNA Damage and DNA Methylation 

While this body of work does not address it experimentally, the role of DNA 

damage in DNA methylation changes should be considered since UVR is notorious for its 

DNA damaging effects. During DNA repair enormous changes to the chromatin take 

place which are essential for proper recruitment and accessibility of the DNA repair 

machinery to the DNA. In addition, there is increasing evidence for changes in DNA 
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methylation to occur at sites of DNA damage. For melanocytes, sites of DNA mutations 

are distributed throughout the genome similarly to the changes in 5’mC after UVR. This 

may highlight the role of different DNA repair pathways in contributing to changes in 

5’mC [226]. The transcription-coupled repair pathway may not be involved since 

mutations and 5’mC changes are found much less frequently in actively transcribed 

genes. Interestingly, the HEMn-LP2 melanocytes showed an upregulation in the DNA 

repair pathways. Suggesting that somehow upregulation of these proteins may be 

protective against 5’mC changes since there were changes in DNA methylation observed 

for those cells. Alternatively, it could be that the lack of melanin in these cells caused an 

increase in double strand breaks and subsequent upregulation of DSB pathways. 

Additionally, it is not known what the contribution of deamination of 5’mC induced by 

UVR is to these changes in 5’mC. It seems these would not be detected by DREAM since 

it would result in a loss of recognition for the cut site and would be considered 

unmethylated by RRBS. At best, it seems it would be a small contribution. Should the 

area of DNA-repair be considered as an alternative mechanism of UVR-induced changes 

it would be important to determine the difference in DNA-damage in different pigment 

backgrounds as well as carefully examining the DNA pathways involved. Along with 

understanding if there is any correlation between UVR-induced DNA mutations and 5’mC 

changes.  
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Relevance of UVR-induced 5’mC Changes in Melanoma 

 UVR-induced 5’mC changes are likely important during the initial stages of tumor 

development. As our experimentation in melanoma cell lines show, UVR does not induce 

DNA-methylation changes or changes in function as measured by tail-vein 

experimentation. This is not an exhaustive list of experimentation, but it does suggest 

that at advanced stages of melanoma, the methylome is likely already effected and no 

longer susceptible UVR-induced changes. However, these early changes in 5’mC 

occurring in melanocytes and possibly nevi may be relevant to melanomagenesis. 

 

UVR-induced Global 5’mC patterns and Melanoma 

 UVR-induced DNA methylation changes were compared to changes occurring in 

melanoma. For both mouse and human melanocytes, there was a modest correlation 

between UVR-induced 5’mC changes and changes occurring melanoma. CpG sites can 

be divided into two groups: sites with stable DNA methylation and transient CpG sites 

whose methylation changes during differentiation and distinguishes between cell-types 

and diseased states [227].  Approximately 20% of CpG sites are variable between cell 

types. It appears UVR is affecting CpG sites that are plastic in the melanocyte genome. 

These sites are predominantly partially methylated (20-80%). As methylation is a binary 

state, either methylated or unmethylated, these sites exist heterogeneously within cells. 

In contrast to UVR-insensitive sites that have a bimodal distribution, either unmethylated 
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or methylated in all cells. Cell of origin may be influencing which CpG sites are plastic 

and variable. Comparison of the UVR-insensitive sites in melanomas and other cancers 

showed these CpG sites as constitutively unmethylated and stable across all cell types. 

However, for the UVR sensitive sites, the methylation patterns were most dissimilar 

among the melanoma patients than the other cancers. This strongly suggests cellular 

origins are dictating the plasticity of the methylome. Further work is needed to determine 

what the functional consequences of these sites are. On the one hand, the methylation 

at these sites may be inconsequential for the  melanocyte or melanoma cell and therefore 

large variations at these sites are tolerated. On the other hand, these sites may highlight 

the part of the epigenome in which melanoma cells readily change to experiment with 

transcriptional profiles that may be beneficial and may cooperate with the mutations that 

may be present.  

 Interestingly, UVR-sensitive CpG sites rather than UVR-insensitive sites were 

prognositc of overall patient survival. There have been numerous efforts attempting to 

identify loci specific biomarkers prognostic for patient survival and our results support 

this work. However, it remains unclears if this approach identified any sites for use as a 

marker for disease progression as there was no significant difference in staging identified 

between the two patient clusters. Global methylation patterns are impratical for clinical 

use and therefore many of these efforts aim to find methylation patterns that may be 

associated with a change in protein that can be more easily assayed by histopathology 
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and immuno-histo chemistry or to find methylation patterns that are associated with 

tumor free DNA that can be assayed through the blood [228].  

 

Future Directions 

 Future areas of investigations should certainly be focused on understanding the 

functional consequences of UVR-induced 5’mC changes on the biological functions of 

the melanocytes. Additionally, the possible mechanisms of how this process is occurring 

should be tested. This data has shown proof of principle that UVR induces DNA 

methylation changes in melanocytes which may be relevant to other dermatological 

diseases or other cellular residents of the skin. As the data suggests the requirement of 

pigmentation, it is likely keratinocytes are the only other relevant cell type since they 

receive melanin from melanocytes. A number of factors may contribute to UVR-induced 

5’mC changes such as cell divisions, time of exposure, amount of DNA damage, or UVR 

waveband-specific effects. Additionally, understanding how these changes interact with 

age-induced methylation drift would be an interesting area of investigation, since 

childhood UVR exposure is the greatest risk factor for melanoma development that occurs 

much later in life.  
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A Powerful in-vivo Model to Study UVR in Melanoma 

 To understand the changes that occur after UVR and through tumorigenesis we 

have developed a UVR-inducible mouse model system by crossing two powerful 

transgenic mouse lines: iDct-GFP and NRASQ61R driven model of melanoma [229, 230]. In 

order to purifty melanocytes or melanoma cells from the skin melanocytes express a 

fusion GFP-H2B protein by administration of doxycycline. The melanocyte lineage 

specific promoter Dct drives expression of the reverse tetracycline-controlled 

transactivator, rtTA2s-M2, which binds to doxycycline and enables dimerizaton and 

recgoniztion of the TRE promoter. The TRE promoter to drive expression of the fusion 

histone reporter gene, H2B-GFP, allowing specific lableing of melanocytes and 

melanomas. To develop melanomas in mice, Tyr promoter drives expression of CRE-ERT2, 

which is a transgene containing CRE recombinase and a modified estrogen receptor 

which recgonizes 4’hydroxy-tamoxifin. Upon administration of tamoxifen, CRE-ERT2 

translocates to the nucleus where it reconizes and deletes a lox-stop-lox cassette 

upstream of oncogenic NRASQ61R thereby allowing its expression. This model is UVR 

inducible and greatly accelerates the onset of melanoma. Through the use of this model, 

melanocyte specific effects from UVR in the context of the cellular microenviornment can 

be studied. There are a plethora of interactions that take place between melanocytes and 

the microenviornment which alter cellular behaivor. For example, in vivo melanocytes are 

stimulated to undergo proliferation and differentiation after UVR exposure whereas in 

culture they will initially undergo cell-cylce arrest to repair damaged DNA.  Further, this 
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model can be used to study UVR-induced responses in the context of sex differences. 

Our human epidermal melanocyte cell lines are all derived from newborn neonatal 

foreskin which introduces a male bias in these experiments. It is an important aspect to 

consider since there are disparities in prevelance and outcome between males and 

females who are diagnosed with melanoma, with men having poorer outcomes 

compared to women [231]. It is undeniable that these mouse models will provide a 

powerful toold to study UVR-induced DNA methylation changes.  
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